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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
This is a defamation action brought by an experienced investment professional, Wing F. Chau, and his company Harding Advisory LLC, against author
Michael Lewis, his publisher W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., and his source Steven Eisman, arising out of statements in Lewis’s best-selling book, The Big Short.
Mr. Chau built his career as an investment professional by cultivating a reputation
for being honest, hard-working, and competent. Lewis’s book has utterly destroyed that reputation and made it all but impossible for Mr. Chau to pursue his
profession on Wall Street.
The critical passage appears in Chapter 6, “Spider-Man at The Venetian,”
and is reprinted in full in the Special Appendix to this brief. SPA.24-34. We invite
the Court, before reading further, to read that passage in its entirety.
The Big Short purports to recount a dinner conversation in Las Vegas
between Mr. Chau and Eisman, a hedge fund manager who, according to the book,
made a fortune taking a “short” position against the collateralized debt obligations,
or “CDOs,” that Mr. Chau managed. In fact, as discovery revealed, Eisman never
shorted a single Harding CDO, and that claim has been dropped from the book’s
most recent printing.
The Big Short falsely attributes to Mr. Chau statements – fabricated quotes –
that indicate he engaged in malfeasance or worse, violated his fiduciary duties to
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investors, and was incompetent. It falsely describes him as lacking the experience,
training, and resources to perform his job properly. And it goes on to call him a
“crook[ ] or moron[ ].” SPA.32.
The district court granted summary judgment in favor of defendants. In doing so, it ignored the governing legal standards. The court repeatedly strained to
read the book’s accusations in an inoffensive light, contrary to the settled rule that
a fair reading controls and that summary judgment may not be granted unless no
reasonable jury could find a statement defamatory. The court glossed over Lewis’s
use of fabricated quotes on the theory that the underlying substance was allegedly
true, ignoring the genuine disputes over whether the statements were actually
made. And it dismissed other statements as not “of and concerning” plaintiffs or
mere “opinion” in the face of clear evidence and law to the contrary. For all those
reasons, the judgment should be reversed and the case ordered to trial.
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
Plaintiffs appeal from a final judgment of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York granting summary judgment to defendants.
SPA.23. The district court had diversity jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1)
because Harding is a Delaware limited liability company whose principal place
of business is New Jersey and whose sole members are Mr. Chau and his wife,
both citizens of New Jersey, JA.1228-30 ¶¶ 6, 17; JA.1277; JA.1753 at 57:9-13;
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Lewis is a citizen of California, JA.49 ¶ 7; Eisman is a citizen of New York, JA.47
¶ 11; Norton is a New York corporation with its principal place of business in
New York, JA.49 ¶ 9; and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, JA.45.
This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1291. The district court entered
judgment on March 29, 2013, SPA.23, and plaintiffs timely appealed on April 2,
2013, JA.523.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
Whether the district court erred in granting summary judgment to defendants
on the ground that the challenged statements are not reasonably susceptible of a
defamatory meaning, substantially true, not “of and concerning” plaintiffs, and/or
statements of opinion.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On February 25, 2011, plaintiffs filed a one-count complaint for defamation
against defendants in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York. JA.18. Defendants did not file motions to dismiss and instead answered the
complaint on May 3, 2011. JA.46-49.
Defendants then moved for summary judgment on April 13, 2012. JA.50,
322. On March 29, 2013, Judge Daniels granted those motions. SPA.1. The court
entered judgment the same day. SPA.23.

3
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
I.

WING CHAU AND HARDING
A.

Wing Chau

Wing Chau and his family are Chinese immigrants. JA.1227 ¶ 3. Mr. Chau
was among the first generation in his family to earn a college degree, receiving his
B.A. in Economics from the University of Rhode Island and an M.B.A. from the
graduate school at Babson College. JA.1228 ¶ 5; JA.1309-10.
Mr. Chau then spent his entire career – more than 15 years – in structured
finance. JA.1228-30 ¶¶ 7-18; JA.1309. He worked for nearly five years as an analyst specializing in asset-backed securities at Salomon Smith Barney and Prudential Securities. JA.1228 ¶¶ 8-9. He spent two years as a portfolio manager at New
York Life Investment Management. JA.1228 ¶ 10. He then worked for over two
years as a senior asset-backed securities trader at Nomura and SG Cowen.
JA.1229 ¶¶ 11-13. Through that experience, he acquired substantial expertise in
mortgage-backed securities. Id. ¶ 14.
B.

The CDO Market

Beginning in the late 1990s, U.S. housing prices increased well ahead of
inflation, leading to increased demand for mortgages. JA.441-43 figs.3, 6. Those
mortgages were often pooled, with interests in the cash flow from the pool sold as
bonds. JA.448-53. Bonds secured by residential loans were called residential
mortgage-backed securities or “RMBS.” JA.456.
4
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Even when pooled into bonds, mortgages exposed investors to the risk of
default. JA.457. The solution was a second level of securitization. Mortgagebacked securities were again pooled into instruments called collateralized debt
obligations or “CDOs.” JA.457-58. CDOs were divided into tranches. Senior
tranches were paid first, and were therefore the least risky. JA.455, 458. Mezzanine tranches were paid next, and equity last. JA.458, 462.
C.

Harding Advisory

In 2004, Mr. Chau joined Maxim Group LLC to develop and lead its CDO
management business, Maxim Advisory LLC. JA.1229 ¶ 15. Under his leadership, Maxim managed four CDOs backed by over $4 billion in assets. Id.
In 2006, Mr. Chau left Maxim to form his own CDO management business,
Harding Advisory LLC. JA.1229-30 ¶ 17. Harding employed many of the professionals Mr. Chau had worked with at Maxim and took over management of
Maxim’s CDOs. Id. ¶¶ 16-19. Over time, Harding grew to more than 20 employees representing over 100 years of experience. JA.1256-65. They held degrees
from MIT, Columbia, Wharton, Harvard, and other schools, and had experience at
leading firms such as Credit Suisse, JPMorgan, and Goldman Sachs. Id.
In all, Harding managed 21 CDOs, including the four from Maxim. JA.1230
¶ 19; JA.1296. Eight were high-grade, backed almost entirely by securities rated
A- or better by Standard & Poor’s or A3 or better by Moody’s. JA.1230 ¶ 19.

5
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Two were backed by corporate debt. Id. The rest were made up of a mix of assets,
including residential mortgage-backed securities, other types of securitized debt,
and other CDOs. Id. Even as late as October 2007, more than half the assets backing Harding’s CDOs were rated A3 or higher by Moody’s. JA.1297.
Wing Chau and his team worked diligently to analyze and monitor the securities that went into his CDOs – work reflected in the nearly 900,000 pages of
credit files they created. JA.1234 ¶ 26. Harding was responsible for identifying
collateral that fit within certain eligibility criteria and portfolio limitations.
JA.1270-75, 1279-81. Of the 5,400 securities reviewed, only a fraction were approved for purchase. JA.1233 ¶ 24.
Analysis extended beyond the mortgage bonds to the underlying home loans.
Harding obtained loan data from the deal’s underwriter or subscription databases.
JA.1750-51 at 117:12-119:4, 121:7-23. Loans were then carefully scrutinized for
factors such as loan-to-value ratios and occupancy statistics. JA.1749 at 41:5-25.
For that painstaking work, Harding received a mix of fees – upfront, senior,
and subordinated – that closely aligned its incentives with the performance of its
CDOs. JA.1246-47 ¶ 60; JA.1859-60 ¶¶ 58-62. If assets performed poorly, Harding lost subordinated fees; if assets declined in par value or defaulted, Harding lost
senior fees as well. JA.1859-60 ¶¶ 58-62. Mr. Chau’s personal income was only a
fraction of the fees Harding received. JA.1235 ¶ 28; JA.1282-87, 1288-90.

6
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Harding and Mr. Chau also took equity stakes in some CDOs. JA.1245-46
¶ 59. Although the stakes varied in size and some were acquired after the Las Vegas dinner with Eisman, neither Mr. Chau nor Harding ever sold any of the stakes
they acquired. JA.1238-39 ¶ 40; JA.1245-46 ¶ 59.
By October 2007, Harding managed CDOs backed by approximately $23
billion in assets. JA.1296. Mr. Chau had earned a reputation on Wall Street as an
“honest,” “hard working,” and “competent” financial professional. JA.1801 at
165:2-166:6; JA.499-500 at 95:16-97:4.
D.

The Collapse of the CDO Market

By late 2007, declining housing prices and the worsening economy led to
mortgage delinquency rates that far exceeded historical norms. JA.444-46, 463-66.
In the first 10 months of 2007, 92% of the securitizations issued in 2006 had at
least one tranche downgraded or put on downgrade watch. JA.467. As cash flow
from mortgages dried up, large numbers of CDOs began defaulting. JA.263. The
fallout from the housing crisis was unforeseen even by sophisticated market participants. JA.468, 469, 473.
Despite those obstacles, Harding substantially outperformed some of the
most reputable managers. For instance, 2007-vintage high-grade CDOs managed
by Blackrock Financial Management defaulted on average just five months after issuance, while comparable Harding CDOs lasted for 13 months. JA.1884-85 ¶ 164.

7
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2007-vintage mezzanine CDOs managed by J.P. Morgan defaulted in just five
months, while comparable Harding CDOs lasted for 18 months. Id. Several Harding CDOs never defaulted and are still paying interest. JA.1235 ¶ 30; JA.1254.
II.

THE BIG SHORT
A.

Michael Lewis

Michael Lewis is a best-selling author of non-fiction books and articles. He
rose to fame in the late 1980s with Liar’s Poker, an account of his brief stint as a
junior bond trader at Salomon Brothers. JA.534-35 ¶¶ 2-3; JA.59 ¶ 9. As his longtime editor Starling Lawrence notes, Lewis’s books gain credibility from the apparent “depth of his research” – “the details that make his work so compelling”
purport to be “a product of countless interviews and thorough investigation.”
JA.61-62 ¶ 18. Although written in an informal tone, the books are presented as
thoroughly researched and decidedly non-fiction. JA.541 ¶ 15; JA.61-62 ¶ 18.
Mortgage-backed CDOs did not exist when Lewis worked on Wall Street,
and his later writings concerned other topics. JA.459-60; JA.535-36 ¶¶ 4-6. Nonetheless, when Wall Street started reporting losses in 2007, Lewis saw a sequel to
Liar’s Poker. JA.1530-31 at 76:16-77:20. The result was a 2008 article titled
“The End” in Portfolio magazine. JA.475-88. Lewis then spent the next 15
months turning “The End” into The Big Short. JA.543-44 ¶¶ 23-28.
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The Big Short follows a handful of unlikely heroes as they make a fortune
“shorting” the mortgage securities market – i.e., betting against the conventional
wisdom that housing prices would continue to rise. JA.536-37 ¶ 10. Foremost
among them is Steven Eisman, a FrontPoint Partners money manager described in
the book as having “ ‘memory . . . so selective, he has no scars from prior experience.’ ” SPA.25; JA.538 ¶ 13. Every good story needs a villain too, and in The
Big Short, that role is filled by the people on the other side of Eisman’s trades – the
CDO managers who are “long” the mortgage securities market. By the end of the
book, Lewis has painted them as either “morons” – too stupid to realize housing
prices cannot go up forever – or “crooks” – fully cognizant of that fact, but collecting as many fees as they can before the market collapses. SPA.32. Lewis reserved
the starring role for Wing Chau and Harding.
B.

Chapter 6

The defamatory statements appear in Chapter 6, “Spider-Man at The Venetian,” in which Lewis describes a purported dinner conversation between Eisman
and Mr. Chau at the Okada restaurant in Las Vegas during a January 2007 industry
conference. SPA.24-34. The dinner is organized by Deutsche Bank trader Greg
Lippmann, who wants to convince potential “shorts” like Eisman to do more business with him by persuading them they are smarter than the people on the other
side of their trades. SPA.25-26.

9
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The dinner scene begins with Mr. Chau introducing himself and his firm.
When Eisman asks what Harding Advisory advises, Mr. Chau responds that he is a
CDO manager. SPA.26. Eisman quips: “ ‘I had no idea there was such a thing as a
CDO manager . . . . I didn’t know there was anything to manage.’ ” Id. Echoing
Eisman’s contempt, Lewis writes that Mr. Chau “spent most of his career working
sleepy jobs at sleepy life insurance companies.” SPA.27. Eisman’s trader Danny
Moses and analyst Vincent Daniel watch from across the table; they realize that
Lippmann seated Mr. Chau next to Eisman because Mr. Chau was a “sucker” and a
“fool,” and “[t]hey needed fools [because] only fools would take the other side of
their trades.” Id.
The book then asserts that Mr. Chau “controlled roughly $15 billion, invested in nothing but CDOs backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond or,
as Eisman put it, ‘the equivalent of three levels of dog shit lower than the original
bonds.’ ” SPA.28 (emphasis added). According to Lewis, those bonds were “the
worst of the worst.” Id. “All by himself, Chau generated vast demand for the
riskiest slices of subprime mortgage bonds, for which there had previously been
essentially no demand.” Id.
Eisman comments to Mr. Chau that, given default rates, he “ ‘must be having
a hard time.’ ” SPA.29. Mr. Chau allegedly responds, “ ‘No, . . . I’ve sold everything out’ ” – i.e., abandoned his investors by selling his equity stakes. Id. Al-
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though CDO managers like Mr. Chau were supposed to vet the bonds and monitor
performance, Lewis claims that was “mere theory,” and “[t]he CDO manager, in
practice, didn’t do much of anything, which is why all sorts of unlikely people
suddenly hoped to become one.” Id. “ ‘Two guys and a Bloomberg terminal in
New Jersey’ was Wall Street shorthand for the typical CDO manager.” Id.
According to Lewis, “[t]he bond market had created what amounted to a
double agent – a character who seemed to represent the interests of investors when
he better represented the interests of Wall Street bond trading desks.” SPA.29-30
(emphasis added). While investors expected CDO managers to retain equity stakes
so their incentives were aligned, “almost giddily, Chau explained to Eisman that he
simply passed all the risk that the underlying home loans would default on to the
big investors who had hired him to vet the bonds.” SPA.30. “His job was to be the
CDO ‘expert,’ but he actually didn’t spend a lot of time worrying about what was
in CDOs.” Id. Instead, “[h]is goal, he explained, was to maximize the dollars in
his care.” Id. That approach paid off: “Just a few years earlier, Wing Chau was
making $140,000 a year managing a portfolio for the New York Life Insurance
Company. In one year as a CDO manager, he’d taken home $26 million . . . .” Id.
“Among its other achievements,” Lewis writes, “Harding had established itself as the go-to buyer for Merrill Lynch’s awesome CDO machine, notorious not
only for its rate of production . . . but also for its industrial waste (its CDOs were
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later proven to be easily the worst).” SPA.30. Eisman is supposedly appalled:
“ ‘[A]s if this moron was helping you. . . . You prick, you don’t give a fuck about
the investors in this thing.’ ” SPA.30-31 (emphasis omitted). Lewis then reprises
his theme that Mr. Chau is corrupt: “Chau’s real job was to serve as a new kind of
front man for the Wall Street firms he ‘hired’; investors felt better buying a Merrill
Lynch CDO if it didn’t appear to be run by Merrill Lynch.” SPA.31.
The book next attributes quotes to Mr. Chau that show utter contempt for his
investors. “[Mr. Chau] says, ‘I love guys like you who short my market. Without
you I don’t have anything to buy.’ ” SPA.31. “Between shots of sake he told Eisman that he would rather have $50 billion in crappy CDOs than none at all, as he
was paid mainly on volume.” SPA.32 (emphasis added). And “[h]e told Eisman
that his main fear was that the U.S. economy would strengthen, and dissuade hedge
funds from placing bigger bets against the subprime mortgage market.” Id. “Wing
Chau didn’t know he’d been handpicked by Greg Lippmann to persuade Steve
Eisman that the people on the other end of his credit default swaps were either
crooks or morons, but he played the role anyway.” Id.
After talking to Mr. Chau, Eisman “finally understood the madness of the
machine.” SPA.31. Staking his money on his belief that Harding CDOs were the
worst of the worst, Eisman grabs Lippmann and says: “ ‘Whatever that guy is buying, I want to short it.’ . . . He wanted to place a bet specifically against Wing
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Chau. ‘Greg,’ Eisman said, ‘I want to short his paper. Sight unseen.’ ” SPA.32.
According to Lewis, Eisman then places the “big short” for which the book is
named: “[F]rom now on he’d buy specifically credit default swaps on Wing
Chau’s CDOs.” Id. “Upon their return they raised [their short position] to $550
million, with new bets against the CDOs created by Wing Chau.” SPA.34.
C.

Lewis’s Research

Discovery revealed that Lewis used a research process that “virtually guarantees error.” JA.1821 ¶ 21. He did not use a fact-checker, on the theory that factcheckers hinder accuracy. JA.1533 at 86:13-87:12. Despite relying heavily on
oral statements, he did not record his interviews. JA.1532 at 81:18-82:22. Instead,
he took handwritten notes, typed them into a file along with his own subjective
impressions, and threw the notes away. Id. That process prevented him from
distinguishing what his sources said from his own thoughts. JA.1821 ¶ 21.
Lewis’s researchers were also wholly unreliable. The first two he thanks in
the book’s “acknowledgments” section are Brandon Adams and Anna Katherine
Barnett-Hart. JA.503.
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Although Lewis relied heavily on Eisman for his account of the dinner conversation, he ignored substantial warning signs about Eisman’s credibility. The
book itself states that Eisman “fail[ed] to recall what Wing Chau looked like, what
he wore, where he’d come from, or what he ate and drank – everything but the
financial idea he represented.” SPA.26. Lewis, moreover, knew that Eisman had a
history of fabricating quotations. In “The End,” Lewis recounted a conversation
Eisman claimed to have had with a Standard & Poor’s employee who purportedly
told Eisman that the company’s model for housing prices could not handle negative numbers. JA.481. After S&P informed Portfolio that the claim was false,
Portfolio printed a correction. Id.
Lewis also disregarded contradictory accounts of the dinner conversation.
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Lewis also had documents in his possession that contradicted key claims in
the book. For instance, while Lewis ends Chapter 6 with Eisman making a $250
million “bet[ ] against the CDOs created by Wing Chau,” SPA.34, in reality Eisman never shorted a single Harding CDO, JA.1650 at 157:13-158:4; JA.1684-85 at
296:6-297:12; JA.578-79 ¶ 111. Eisman’s trader sent Lewis spreadsheets detailing every trade the fund had made and offered to discuss them with Lewis, but
was never asked to do so. See JA.1311-45; JA.1329; JA.1568-69 at 226:7-230:5;
JA.1723-25 at 115:21-122:20; JA.1663 at 210:20-211:22. In the book’s tenth
printing, Lewis and Norton deleted the reference to Mr. Chau from this sentence,
thereby conceding that it was materially false. JA.1355-57.
Similarly, while Lewis wrote that Mr. Chau “spent most of his career working sleepy jobs at sleepy life insurance companies,” SPA.27, one of his researchers
had sent him an offering circular showing that Mr. Chau spent almost his entire
career as an analyst, portfolio manager, and trader at securities firms, JA.1307-10;
JA.1562-65 at 204:25-216:21. Lewis thus conceded that his description was “incomplete.”

JA.1577-78 at 264:12-265:11.

Lewis’s researchers also sent him

spreadsheets contradicting his claim that Harding managed “nothing but CDOs
backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond.” SPA.28. Those spreadsheets
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made clear that Harding CDOs were backed by a variety of collateral with a range
of credit ratings. See JA.1358-65.
Citing those and other deficiencies, a Medill School of Journalism professor
opined that “Lewis’ methodology in researching, drafting, and fact-checking The
Big Short fell far below the standard required by this profession.” JA.1817 ¶ 2;
JA.1804 ¶ 1. Defendants did not offer an expert in response.
D.

The Aftermath

The Big Short has sold over one million copies and spent 28 weeks on the
New York Times non-fiction bestseller list. JA.60 ¶ 13. Its impact on Mr. Chau
has been devastating. Mr. Chau is a very private individual who avoids public
controversies and shuns contact with the media. JA.1244 ¶¶ 54-56; JA.1406 at
115:21-116:4; JA.1410 at 130:9-14; JA.1445 at 272:2-14. Since the book’s publication, however, he has gained ill repute throughout the financial community.
JA.1244-45 ¶¶ 53, 57. Investors no longer contact him, and he has been unable to
obtain employment as a portfolio manager. JA.1243-44 ¶ 52.

One business partner testified: “I don’t think that there could be as damaging a written piece . . . as [The Big
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Short]. . . . [I]t certainly lowered my judgment . . . of Wing.” JA.1798-99 at
104:23-105:16.
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III.

THE DISTRICT COURT’S DECISION
The district court granted summary judgment to defendants. SPA.1. The

parties had disputed at length whether Mr. Chau and Harding were private or public figures, and whether the numerous shortcomings in research, fact-checking, and
authorship presented a triable issue of fault. The district court, however, addressed
none of those matters. SPA.8 n.3. Instead it held that, even assuming that Mr.
Chau was a private figure and that defendants acted with the requisite fault, none
of the statements was actionable. It reached that conclusion for four reasons, each
applying to some statements but not others.
A.

Defamatory Meaning

The court found several statements – including all the quotations attributed
to Mr. Chau at the dinner – non-defamatory. SPA.19-22. At summary judgment,
it recognized, the sole question is whether a statement is “ ‘reasonably susceptible
to [a] defamatory meaning,’ ” and if a statement is ambiguous, it is “ ‘for the trier of
fact . . . to determine in what sense the words were used and understood.’ ”
SPA.19-20 (emphasis added). Nonetheless, the court opined that a “careful review” indicated that the statements did not meet that test. SPA.20.
The court first addressed the statements that, “almost giddily, Chau explained to Eisman that he simply passed all the risk that the underlying home loans
would default on to [his] investors” and that Mr. Chau told Eisman he had “ ‘sold
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everything out.’ ” SPA.20-21. Those statements were not defamatory, the court
ruled, because “businesses may have various reasons for choosing not to maintain
equity in their investors’ investments.” SPA.21.
The court deemed the statement that “[Mr. Chau’s] goal, he explained, was
to maximize the dollars in his care” non-defamatory because “[n]o reasonable
reader would interpret this statement to mean anything other than that Chau strove
to make as much money for himself and his investors as possible.” SPA.21. The
claim that Mr. Chau told Eisman “ ‘I love guys like you who short my market’ ”
was non-defamatory because it allegedly did not “accuse[ ] Chau of any despicable
conduct.” Id. So was the statement that “[Mr. Chau] told Eisman that his main
fear was that the U.S. economy would strengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from
placing bigger bets against the subprime mortgage market.” See id.
Similarly non-defamatory, the court reasoned, was the statement that
“[b]etween shots of sake [Mr. Chau] told Eisman that he would rather have $50
billion in crappy CDOs than none at all, as he was paid mainly on volume.” See
SPA.21. In the court’s view, “[t]hat Chau preferred to manage some CDOs, as
opposed to no CDOs, hardly casts aspersion on his character.” Id. Finally, the
court ruled that “Eisman’s statement that he wished to short Chau’s investments
does not defame Chau.” Id.
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B.

Substantial Truth

The court also ruled many of the statements substantially true. SPA.16-18.
It acknowledged the vigorous dispute over whether Mr. Chau actually made any of
the statements attributed to him. SPA.17-18. But it decided that, even if Mr. Chau
never made the statements, that fact was irrelevant because the “underlying factual
assertions” were true. SPA.18.
For example, the court deemed the statement that, “almost giddily, Chau explained to Eisman that he simply passed all the risk that the underlying home loans
would default on to [his] investors” substantially true because, “[a]lthough whether
or not Chau actually said this may be in dispute, the statement itself communicates
the undisputed statement that Chau had little personal exposure to the CDOs he
managed.” SPA.17. The statements that Mr. Chau told Eisman “ ‘I love guys like
you who short my market’ ” and that “his main fear was that the U.S. economy
would strengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from placing bigger bets against
[him]” were substantially true because, “[r]egardless of whether or not [the book]
correctly attributed Chau as saying” those things, “[t]he underlying factual assertions, or the gist of them” – supposedly, that “for every ‘short’ investor, there must
be a ‘long’ investor” – were “substantially true.” SPA.18. The court reached similar conclusions for the other fabricated quotes. SPA.17.
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Finally, the court found the claims about Harding’s CDOs and Mr. Chau’s
compensation substantially true. The statement that Harding “invested in nothing
but CDOs backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond” was substantially
true because “over 50%” of Harding’s assets “consisted of non-prime RMBS and
CDOs invested in non-prime RMBS,” and by January 2009 (well after the housing
crash) “the majority of the collateral in Harding’s CDOs was already rated below
BBB.” SPA.17. The court also deemed the statement that, “in one year as a CDO
manager, [Mr. Chau had] taken home $26 million” substantially true because
“Harding received over $25 million in fees,” i.e., revenue before expenses.
SPA.18 (emphasis added).
C.

Of and Concerning

The court found several statements to be not “of and concerning” plaintiffs.
SPA.18-19. It conceded that “this requirement is generally an issue of fact for the
jury” and can be resolved at summary judgment only “where the statements ‘are
incapable of supporting a jury’s finding that the allegedly libelous statements refer
to a plaintiff.’ ” SPA.18 (emphasis added). Nonetheless, it held that several statements referred “to CDO managers generally or to the industry as a whole.”
SPA.19. It reached that result even as to one statement that explicitly refers to Mr.
Chau. See id. (statement 9).
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D.

Opinion

Finally, the court held that many statements were mere opinions rather than
assertions of fact. SPA.8-16. It conceded that some contextual factors weighed
against such a finding. “The Big Short was far from a ‘heat-of-the-moment publication’ ”; rather, it purported to be “a product of more than a year and a half of extensive research and investigation.” SPA.11. And although the book was “written
in a narrative style,” it was “non-fiction.” SPA.11-12.
Nonetheless, the court ruled many of the accusations mere opinion. For example, it deemed the assertion that Mr. Chau “spent most of his career working
sleepy jobs at sleepy life insurance companies” an opinion. SPA.12-13. Even
though that statement is incontestably false – Mr. Chau spent only two years at
New York Life Investment Management, see p. 4, supra – the court opined that the
statement “merely reflects Lewis’s opinion of Chau’s prior employment experience.” SPA.13. According to the court, “[a]n average reader would not interpret
this statement literally.” Id.
The court brushed off the attacks on Mr. Chau’s diligence, integrity, and
competence on the same basis. In its view, “epithets such as ‘sucker,’ ‘fool,’ and
‘front man’ . . . represent precisely the type of hyperbolic language that lacks precise meaning.” SPA.13. The same was true of the claims that Mr. Chau “didn’t
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spend a lot of time worrying about what was in CDOs,” was a “double agent,”
“didn’t do much of anything,” and was a “crook[ ] or moron[ ].” SPA.13-15.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
I.

According to The Big Short, Mr. Chau giddily told a complete

stranger at an industry conference that he had passed all the risk on to his investors,
would rather manage $50 billion in crappy CDOs than none at all, and cared more
about hedge funds betting against him than he did about his own investors. Those
accusations are plainly defamatory. Nobody reading that passage could possibly
come away with an unimpaired view of Mr. Chau’s professional integrity. The
district court erred in holding otherwise.
The court relied on what might politely be described as a strained interpretation of the quotations, but what is more accurately characterized as outright revision. Its decision ignored the settled principle that “courts are not to strain to interpret such writings in their mildest and most inoffensive sense” and that “[a] fair
reading controls.” Celle v. Filipino Reporter Enters. Inc., 209 F.3d 163, 177 (2d
Cir. 2000) (quotation marks omitted). It also ignored the rule barring summary
judgment unless no reasonable construction of the words is defamatory.
The book’s admittedly false claim that Eisman shorted Mr. Chau’s CDOs –
the very “big short” that gives the book its name – is likewise defamatory. Eis-
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man’s massive bet against Mr. Chau cements the entire theme of the chapter: that
Harding CDOs were uniquely awful investments.
II.

The district court also erred in finding the fabricated quotes substan-

tially true. It acknowledged that whether Mr. Chau made the statements was disputed, but held that dispute irrelevant because the factual assertions “underlying”
the quotes were true. That approach is directly contrary to cases such as Masson v.
New Yorker Magazine, Inc., 501 U.S. 496 (1991), which make clear that an author
cannot simply make up a quote, falsely attribute it to someone, and then escape
liability by appealing to the truth of the “idea” the quote represents.
The claims about the makeup of Harding’s CDOs and Mr. Chau’s compensation are likewise substantially false. Neither statement is remotely accurate.
III.

The court also erred in finding certain statements not “of and concern-

ing” Mr. Chau or Harding. One of the statements explicitly refers to Mr. Chau.
And even statements referring to a group are actionable where, as here, “the circumstances of publication reasonably give rise to the conclusion that there is particular reference to the member.” Restatement (Second) of Torts § 564A(b) (1977).
IV.

Finally, the court erred by deeming many of the statements mere opin-

ions rather than assertions of fact. The claim that Mr. Chau spent “most of his career” at insurance companies is not an opinion under any plausible standard. And
the statements accusing Mr. Chau of doing no work and serving as a front man for
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Wall Street fall well within the range of accusations this Court has found actionable in similar circumstances. Even if the statements were opinions, they would
still be actionable as “mixed opinions.”
The context of the statements confirms that they are assertions of fact, not
opinion. The statements were not heat-of-the-moment accusations made without
opportunity for reflection; they appear in a book Mr. Lewis spent over a year writing. And the book professes to be a work of non-fiction that is a product of careful
research by someone with an insider’s understanding of the world of finance.
ARGUMENT
The Big Short falsely accuses Mr. Chau of subordinating the interests of his
investors to his own personal greed, and of reaping extravagant profits while doing
no meaningful work. Claims like those would destroy any professional’s career.
But the book goes one step further: It puts the defamatory words in Mr. Chau’s
own mouth. It recounts Mr. Chau “almost giddily” telling Eisman that he “simply
passed all the risk . . . on to [his] investors,” that “he would rather have $50 billion
in crappy CDOs than none at all, as he was paid mainly on volume,” and that he
“ ‘love[s] guys like you who short my market’ ” because his “main fear” was that
hedge funds would stop betting against him. SPA.30-32. The book thus paints
Mr. Chau not only as a corrupt and lazy buffoon but as someone so indifferent to
his responsibilities that he would brag about his misconduct to a complete stranger.
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The district court held that not a single one of the book’s statements was actionable. In doing so, it misapplied the law and ignored copious evidence establishing a genuine dispute of fact. This Court should reverse.
Standard of Review. This Court reviews a grant of summary judgment de
novo. Allianz Ins. Co. v. Lerner, 416 F.3d 109, 113 (2d Cir. 2005). Summary
judgment may not be granted unless “there is no genuine dispute as to any material
fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”

Fed. R. Civ. P.

56(a). “[A]ll ambiguities must be resolved and all inferences drawn in favor of the
party against whom summary judgment is sought.” Gallo v. Prudential Residential
Servs., L.P., 22 F.3d 1219, 1223 (2d Cir. 1994). “Credibility determinations, the
weighing of the evidence, and the drawing of legitimate inferences from the facts
are jury functions, not those of a judge . . . ruling on a motion for summary judgment . . . .” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 255 (1986).
I.

THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN RULING THAT CERTAIN
STATEMENTS WERE NOT DEFAMATORY
A statement is defamatory if it “tend[s] to expose one to public hatred,

shame, . . . contempt, ridicule, aversion, ostracism, degradation, or disgrace, or to
induce an evil opinion of one in the minds of right-thinking persons, and to deprive
one of their confidence and friendly intercourse in society.” Kimmerle v. N.Y.
Evening Journal, 186 N.E. 217, 218 (N.Y. 1933). “[C]ourts are not to strain to
interpret such writings in their mildest and most inoffensive sense to hold them
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nonlibelous.” Celle v. Filipino Reporter Enters. Inc., 209 F.3d 163, 177 (2d Cir.
2000) (quotation marks omitted). Rather, “[a] fair reading controls.” Id.
At summary judgment, moreover, a plaintiff need only “identify a plausible
defamatory meaning of the challenged statement.” Celle, 209 F.3d at 178 (emphasis added). “If the words are reasonably susceptible of multiple meanings, some
of which are not defamatory, ‘it is then for the trier of fact, not for the court acting
on the issue solely as a matter of law, to determine in what sense the words were
used and understood.’ ” Id. (emphasis added); see also Karedes v. Ackerley Grp.,
Inc., 423 F.3d 107, 113-14 (2d Cir. 2005).
Purporting to apply that framework, the district court held that several
statements – including every one of the fabricated quotes – were non-defamatory
as a matter of law. That ruling ignores the governing legal standards and distorts
the statements beyond recognition.
A.

The Fabricated Quotations Are Defamatory

The Big Short attributes outrageous quotes to Mr. Chau that make him appear wholly contemptuous of his professional duties. According to the book:
 “Between shots of sake [Mr. Chau] told Eisman that he would rather
have $50 billion in crappy CDOs than none at all, as he was paid mainly
on volume.” SPA.32.
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 “His goal, he explained, was to maximize the dollars in his care.”
SPA.30.
 Asked if mortgage default rates were giving him a hard time, he responded, “ ‘No, . . . I’ve sold everything out.’ ” SPA.29.
 “[A]lmost giddily, Chau explained to Eisman that he simply passed all
the risk that the underlying home loans would default on to [his] investors . . . .” SPA.30.
 “He says, ‘I love guys like you who short my market. Without you I
don’t have anything to buy.’ ” SPA.31.
 “He told Eisman that his main fear was that the U.S. economy would
strengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from placing bigger bets against the
subprime mortgage market.” SPA.32.
Those statements convey that Mr. Chau is more concerned about maximizing his own fees than the quality of the assets he manages; that he is indifferent to
the risks the assets pose to his investors; and that he cares more about the hedge
funds betting against him than he does about his own investors. In short, they paint
Mr. Chau as someone who lacks professional integrity. Mr. Chau categorically
denies making any of those statements. JA.1237-41 ¶¶ 35-45.
Accusations of professional faithlessness or divided loyalties are paradigmatic defamatory statements. See, e.g., Stern v. Cosby, 645 F. Supp. 2d 258, 290-
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91 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (statements raised “serious questions as to an attorney’s duty
of loyalty”); Lawlor v. Gallagher Presidents’ Report, Inc., 394 F. Supp. 721, 727
(S.D.N.Y. 1975) (accusations of “conflicting self-interest”), remanded, 538 F.2d
311 (2d Cir. 1976); Pontarelli v. Shapero, 647 N.Y.S.2d 185, 188 (1st Dep’t 1996)
(accusation of “failure to uphold . . . fiduciary obligations”). Indeed, statements
that impugn one’s professional integrity are so inherently likely to damage reputation that they are deemed defamatory per se, and support an award of damages
without any further proof of harm. See Celle, 209 F.3d at 179-80. The relationship
between a professional money manager like Mr. Chau and his investors is based on
trust. See, e.g., Lowe v. SEC, 472 U.S. 181, 229 (1985) (White, J., concurring in
judgment). No investor would entrust his life savings to a professional who shows
such callous disregard for his interests.
The book would be damaging enough if it merely reported Eisman’s or
Lewis’s assessments of Mr. Chau’s integrity. But by putting the defamatory words
in Mr. Chau’s own mouth, it is infinitely worse. As the Supreme Court explained
in Masson v. New Yorker Magazine, Inc., 501 U.S. 496 (1991):
A fabricated quotation may injure reputation in at least two
senses . . . . First, the quotation might injure because it attributes an
untrue factual assertion to the speaker. An example would be a fabricated quotation of a public official admitting he had been convicted of
a serious crime when in fact he had not.
Second, regardless of the truth or falsity of the factual matters
asserted within the quoted statement, the attribution may result in
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injury to reputation because the manner of expression or even the
fact that the statement was made indicates a negative personal trait
or an attitude the speaker does not hold. John Lennon once was
quoted as saying of the Beatles, “We’re more popular than Jesus
Christ now.” . . . [E]ven without regard to the truth of the underlying
assertion, false attribution of the statement could have injured his
reputation. . . .
A self-condemnatory quotation may carry more force than criticism by another. It is against self-interest to admit one’s own criminal liability, arrogance, or lack of integrity, and so all the more easy
to credit when it happens.
Id. at 511-12 (emphasis added).
In Masson, for example, “readers . . . may have found [the author’s] portrait”
of a psychoanalysis expert “especially damning because so much of it appeared to
be a self-portrait, told by petitioner in his own words.” 501 U.S. at 517-18. The
expert purportedly characterized himself as “ ‘the greatest analyst who ever
lived,’ ” and “one need not determine whether petitioner is or is not the greatest
analyst who ever lived in order to determine that it might have injured his reputation to be reported as having so proclaimed.” Id. at 506, 512; see also Mahoney v.
Adirondack Publ’g Co., 517 N.E.2d 1365, 1368 (N.Y.1987) (“The false attribution
of such language to the plaintiff, when viewed in the context of the article as a
whole, cast doubt on the plaintiff ’s fitness for his profession.”); Lewis v. Newsday,
Inc., 668 N.Y.S.2d 377, 379 (1st Dep’t 1998); Joyce v. Thompson, Wigdor & Gilly
LLP, No. 06 Civ. 15315, 2008 WL 2329227, at *12 (S.D.N.Y. June 3, 2008).
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Those principles apply with full force here. All of The Big Short’s fabricated quotations are either enclosed in quotation marks or introduced with phrases
like “he told Eisman” or “he explained,” making clear they purport to recount at
least the substance of Mr. Chau’s words. It is damning enough to suggest that Mr.
Chau would rather manage $50 billion in crappy CDOs than none at all, that he
abandoned his investors, and that his “main fear” was that hedge funds would stop
betting against him. But to suggest that he himself “almost giddily” made such
remarks – to a stranger at an industry conference no less – is far worse.
The district court ruled the fabricated quotations incapable of defamatory
meaning only by doing what this Court has forbidden: “strain[ing] to interpret such
writings in their mildest and most inoffensive sense.” Celle, 209 F.3d at 177 (quotation marks omitted). For example, the court held the statement that “[Mr. Chau]
told Eisman that he would rather have $50 billion in crappy CDOs than none at all,
as he was paid mainly on volume,” to mean only that “Chau preferred to manage
some CDOs, as opposed to no CDOs.” SPA.21. But not even the most naïve
reader would interpret the quotation in that innocuous sense.
Given the explicit reference to “crappy CDOs,” the statement’s obvious
point was that Mr. Chau was indifferent to the quality of his CDOs and sought only
to dump as many as possible on his investors so he could maximize his own fees.
If a book falsely quoted an attorney as announcing at a legal conference that “he
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would rather file 50 frivolous lawsuits than none at all, as he was paid mainly by
the hour,” no one would dismiss the statement as implying only that the lawyer
preferred to file some lawsuits rather than no lawsuits. The same is true here.
The court’s other interpretations are equally strained. The court deemed the
statements that “almost giddily, Chau explained to Eisman that he simply passed
all the risk that the underlying home loans would default on to [his] investors” and
that he had “ ‘sold everything out’ ” to be non-defamatory because “businesses may
have various reasons for choosing not to maintain equity.” SPA.21. But even if it
were true that Mr. Chau had “sold everything out” and “passed all the risk” on to
investors – and it is not – bragging about those facts “almost giddily” to a stranger
at an industry conference is something else entirely. The quotations are perfect
examples of Masson’s admonition that fabricated quotes may injure reputation,
even apart from the truth or falsity of the underlying facts, by the mere “fact that
the statement was made.” 501 U.S. at 511.
In the court’s view, the statement that Mr. Chau told Eisman “[h]is goal . . .
was to maximize the dollars in his care” meant only that “Chau strove to make as
much money for himself and his investors as possible.”

SPA.21 (emphasis

added). But any reader would interpret that quote (as Eisman did) to mean that Mr.
Chau wanted to maximize his fees even at the expense of his investors – a particularly natural interpretation given the nearby statements that Mr. Chau “didn’t spend
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a lot of time worrying about what was in CDOs” and preferred “crappy” CDOs to
none at all because “he was paid mainly on volume.” SPA.30, 32.
Finally, the court likewise erred in finding non-defamatory the quotations
“ ‘I love guys like you who short my market’ ” and “[h]e told Eisman that his main
fear was that the U.S. economy would strengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from
placing bigger bets against the subprime mortgage market.” SPA.21. Both quotes
convey that Mr. Chau cared more about the hedge funds betting against Harding
CDOs than the investors who purchased them.
On any fair reading, the book’s fabricated quotations impugn Mr. Chau’s
professional integrity. But even if the court’s strained interpretations were plausible, summary judgment would still be inappropriate because the quotes are at least
“reasonably susceptible” of a defamatory meaning. Celle, 209 F.3d at 178 (emphasis added). In Davis v. Ross, 754 F.2d 80 (2d Cir. 1985), for example, the defendant wrote a letter following the plaintiff ’s resignation stating that, “[i]f I let an
employee go, it’s because either their work or their personal habits are not acceptable to me. I do not recommend these people.” Id. at 81. Despite the letter’s ambiguity, this Court allowed a claim to proceed because the letter was susceptible to
a defamatory implication of a “lack of professional competence.” Id. at 83-84; see
also Carney v. Mem’l Hosp. & Nursing Home of Greene Cnty., 475 N.E.2d 451,
453 (N.Y. 1985).
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So too here. The district court repeatedly imposed its own contorted interpretations on the fabricated quotes, effectively rewriting them to make them innocuous. Even assuming the words could be stretched to bear those far-fetched
meanings, the court’s interpretations certainly were not the only reasonable interpretations. Summary judgment was therefore inappropriate.
B.

Eisman’s “Big Short” Against Mr. Chau Is Defamatory

The district court similarly erred in ruling the book’s claim about Eisman’s
“big short” non-defamatory. The book alleges that, immediately after the dinner
conversation, Eisman – one of the book’s heroes – grabbed Lippmann and said:
“ ‘Whatever that guy is buying, I want to short it. . . . I want to short his paper.
Sight unseen.’ ” SPA.32. Lewis then writes: “[F]rom now on [Eisman would] buy
specifically credit default swaps on Wing Chau’s CDOs.” Id. “Upon their return
they raised [their position] to $550 million, with new bets against the CDOs created by Wing Chau.” SPA.34. In reality, Eisman never placed a single bet
against any Harding CDO. JA.1684-85 at 296:6-297:12. Lewis and Norton removed the reference from the book’s tenth printing, thereby conceding it was materially false. JA.1355-57.
The district court nonetheless ruled the statements non-defamatory because
“Eisman’s statement that he wished to short Chau’s investments does not defame
Chau.” SPA.21. But the court mischaracterized the statement. The book does not
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simply say what Eisman “wished.” It says he “raised [his position] to $550 million, with new bets against the CDOs created by Wing Chau.” SPA.34. Shorting a
CDO manager’s positions necessarily implies the assets are worth less than they
appear, and thus implies a negative view about the CDO manager himself – a point
that sworn third-party testimony specifically confirmed. JA.500 at 100:7-18.
Eisman’s massive bet against Wing Chau – a plot point so central that Lewis
names The Big Short after it – conveys an unmistakable message: that Mr. Chau’s
CDOs were indeed “the worst of the worst,” SPA.28, and that Mr. Chau was such
an abysmal manager that Eisman was willing to stake hundreds of millions of dollars betting on his failure. That Eisman would bet against Mr. Chau’s investments
“sight unseen” only underscores that Mr. Chau is so incompetent that Eisman
would take the other sides of his positions without any further analysis. While that
may have made for a good story line, it was simply not true.
C.

The District Court Improperly Focused on Statements in Isolation
While Ignoring the Defamatory Impact of the Passage as a Whole

The district court also went astray in a more fundamental respect. “Challenged statements are not to be read in isolation,” rather, “courts ‘must give the
disputed language a fair reading in the context of the publication as a whole.’ ”
Celle, 209 F.3d at 177. Courts must consider “the whole scope and apparent object
of the writer.” James v. Gannett Co., 353 N.E.2d 834, 838 (N.Y. 1976) (quotation
marks omitted).
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By slicing up the defamatory passage into discrete statements and then analyzing each in isolation, the court ignored the impact of the passage as a whole.
The entire passage paints Mr. Chau as someone who does no meaningful work
while raking in enormous fees, of being underqualified and incompetent, and of
being indifferent to the quality of his CDOs and the interests of his investors.
SPA.26-34. Those accusations strike at the heart of his professional diligence,
competence, and integrity and are therefore actionable. See John Langenbacher
Co. v. Tolksdorf, 605 N.Y.S.2d 34, 35 (1st Dep’t 1993) (statement that company
was “operated by incompetents, and would be unable to fulfill its commitments as
to quality” defamatory); MapInfo Corp. v. Spatial Re-Eng’g Consultants, No. 02CV-1008, 2006 WL 2811816, at *15 (N.D.N.Y. Sept. 28, 2006) (statement that
company had a “ ‘profound disregard for quality and lack of standards’ ”); Sang
Lan v. AOL Time Warner, Inc., No. 11 Civ. 2870, 2012 WL 1633907, at *2-3
(S.D.N.Y. May 9, 2012) (statement that “portrays Plaintiff as lacking an essential
character – call it diligence or dedication or industriousness – necessary to the performance of any and all professions or callings”).
Mr. Chau and Harding specifically challenged those defamatory impressions
created by the passage as a whole, even apart from the individual discrete statements. JA.389-408. The court neither acknowledged nor grappled with those
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claims, and thus failed to conduct the holistic analysis New York law requires. In
that respect too, it ignored governing law.
II.

THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN FINDING CERTAIN
STATEMENTS SUBSTANTIALLY TRUE
The district court likewise erred in ruling several statements – including all

the fabricated quotes – substantially true. SPA.16-18. Statements are substantially
true only “if the published statement could have produced no worse an effect on
the mind of a reader than the truth.” Guccione v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 800 F.2d
298, 301-02 (2d Cir. 1986). “ ‘[T]he truth [must be] so near to the facts as published that fine and shaded distinctions must be drawn and words pressed out of
their ordinary usage to sustain a charge of libel . . . .’ ” Fleckenstein v. Friedman,
193 N.E. 537, 538 (N.Y. 1934). A court must not “substitut[e] [its] judgment for
the jury’s.” Meloff v. N.Y. Life Ins. Co., 240 F.3d 138, 146 (2d Cir. 2001).
Courts have thus found substantial truth where statements contained minor
inaccuracies that would not alter a reader’s overall impression. See, e.g., Guccione, 800 F.2d at 302-03 (statement describing plaintiff as an adulterer was substantially true because plaintiff had “unabashedly committed adultery for thirteen
of the last seventeen years”). Here, by contrast, the court distorted the doctrine
beyond recognition.

It ruled the fabricated quotations substantially true even

though there is a genuine dispute over whether Mr. Chau made the statements at
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all. And it ruled other accusations substantially true even though they were not
remotely accurate. Those errors likewise require reversal.
A.

The Fabricated Quotations Are Not Substantially True

The book’s fabricated quotations from the dinner conversation are substantially false because Mr. Chau never made the statements. He flatly denies making
them. JA.1237-41 ¶¶ 35-45; JA.1399 at 89:13-24. And those are not mere naked
denials. Rather, Mr. Chau has offered specific, compelling reasons why he would
never make such statements.
As Mr. Chau explained, “my purpose for attending the Deutsche Bank dinner was to market myself and Harding Advisory as a credible investment management company.” JA.1237-38 ¶ 37. “I would not have made comments disparaging
my own integrity as a CDO manager to someone I believed to be a potential CDO
investor.” Id. Doing so would have been “against my self-interest.” Id.; see also
JA.1399-1400 at 89:25-90:7 (“I was there to market myself. It would be absurd of
me to make those disparaging statements of myself . . . .”).
Mr. Chau also would not have made the statements because they were not
true. For example, he would not have said that he had “sold everything out” because he never sold any stakes in his CDOs. JA.1238-39 ¶ 40; JA.1412 at 141:1022 (“I didn’t sell any equity I’ve ever purchased in my CDOs . . . [s]o I just don’t
understand how this statement could have been made . . . .”). He would not have
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said his “main fear” was that the economy would strengthen and dissuade hedge
funds from betting against him because Harding did not rely on speculative bets by
hedge funds to provide liquidity for its CDOs. JA.1239-41 ¶¶ 42-43. Mr. Chau
offered additional concrete reasons why he would not have made any of the other
statements attributed to him as well. JA.1237-41 ¶¶ 35-45.1
Defendants, of course, are free to challenge Mr. Chau’s account at trial. But
whether Mr. Chau actually made the statements the book attributes to him is a classic credibility issue that cannot be resolved on summary judgment. In a defamation case, like any other, “[c]redibility determinations . . . are jury functions, not
those of a judge . . . on a motion for summary judgment.” Anderson v. Liberty
Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 255 (1986). Indeed, even in criminal cases, “the uncorroborated testimony of a single accomplice” is normally sufficient to support a
conviction. United States v. Parker, 903 F.2d 91, 97 (2d Cir. 1990). Mr. Chau’s
detailed declaration is thus more than sufficient here.
The district court acknowledged that whether Mr. Chau made the statements
was disputed. But it ruled the fabricated quotes substantially true nonetheless be____________________________
1

Mr. Chau’s denials are corroborated by the fact that he has consistently denied
making the statements over the years, including
JA.1400-01 at 91:7-94:6. They are also corroborated by other evidence –
such as
See, e.g., pp. 14-15, supra.
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cause the underlying facts the quotes supposedly stood for – or the “gist” of those
facts – were true. The court held, for example, that the claim that Mr. Chau “almost giddily” told Eisman that he passed the risk of default on to his investors was
substantially true because, “[a]lthough whether or not Chau actually said this may
be in dispute, the statement itself communicates the undisputed statement that
Chau had little personal exposure to the CDOs he managed.” SPA.17. Likewise,
“[r]egardless of whether or not Eisman correctly attributed Chau as saying that he
‘love[s] guys like [Eisman] who short [his] market,’ ” “[t]he underlying factual
assertions, or the gist of them” – that “for every ‘short’ investor, there must be a
‘long’ investor” – were “substantially true.” SPA.18 (emphasis added).
Contrary to the court’s belief, an author cannot falsely quote a source and
then defend the quote as “true” merely because the underlying facts the quote
communicates are true. The Supreme Court directly addressed that situation in
Masson, making clear that a plaintiff can recover for a fabricated quotation “without regard to the truth of the underlying assertion,” because “false attribution of
the statement could have injured [the plaintiff ’s] reputation” in its own right. 501
U.S. at 512 (emphasis added). Journalists, the Court explained, do not have “freedom to place statements in their subjects’ mouths without fear of liability.” Id. at
520; see also Price v. Stossel, 620 F.3d 992, 995 (9th Cir. 2010) (“Journalists and
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publishers risk a defamation action when they put words in a public figure’s
mouth. The New Yorker magazine learned this to its chagrin in Masson . . . .”).
That must be the rule, because false attribution often harms reputation without regard to the truth or falsity of the underlying statement. Masson gave the example of John Lennon’s purported statement “ ‘We’re more popular than Jesus
Christ now,’ ” 501 U.S. at 511-12, but the statements here prove the point just as
well. Accusing a money manager of “almost giddily” telling a stranger at an industry conference that he “simply passed all the risk that the underlying home
loans would default on to [his] investors” injures the manager’s reputation,
whether or not the underlying description of risk allocation is correct.
Masson specifically addressed the degree of falsity a plaintiff must show to
recover for a fabricated quotation. Rejecting the contention that “an altered quotation is protected so long as it is a ‘rational interpretation’ of an actual statement,”
the Court ruled that an altered quote is actionable so long as “the alteration results
in a material change in the meaning conveyed by the statement.” 501 U.S. at 51718 (emphasis added). The district court here, by contrast, barred recovery for
quotes that were not merely altered but wholesale fabrications. SPA.17-18. That
holding is incompatible with Masson. Mr. Chau never made the statements attributed to him, and that alone precludes a finding of substantial truth.
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In any event, the district court’s holding was wrong even on its own terms.
It is not true, for example, that Mr. Chau “ ‘sold everything out.’ ” Although Mr.
Chau and Harding had only limited equity stakes, they never sold the ones they did
have. JA.1238-39 ¶ 40. Accusing a money manager of “jumping ship” on his
investors is very different from merely reporting that he never took a significant
equity stake in the first place. See JA.1414 at 146:22-147:17 (selling equity stakes
would be “[s]imilar to if a CEO of a public corporation were to suddenly sell all
his shares” and would have a “negative implication”).
The facts underlying the other fabricated quotes are likewise false. Mr.
Chau would not rather manage $50 billion in crappy CDOs than none at all.
JA.1237 ¶ 36; JA.1241 ¶ 44. He is not paid mainly on volume. JA.1238 ¶ 38. He
did not pass all the risk on to his investors. JA.1239 ¶ 41. And he does not care
more about the hedge funds betting against him than he does about his own investors. JA.1239-41 ¶¶ 42-43. Regardless, the dispute over whether Mr. Chau even
made those statements is sufficient to preclude summary judgment.
B.

The Statements About Harding’s CDO Quality and Mr. Chau’s
Income Are Not Substantially True

The district court also erred by finding other statements substantially true.
The book declares that Mr. Chau “controlled roughly $15 billion, invested in nothing but CDOs backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond or, as Eisman
put it, ‘the equivalent of three levels of dog shit lower than the original bonds.’ ”
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SPA.28 (emphasis added). That statement was false. Of Harding’s 21 CDOs,
eight were high-grade, backed almost entirely by securities rated A-/A3 or better.
JA.1230 ¶ 19. Two were backed by corporate debt, and the rest were backed by a
mix of assets. Id. Even as late as October 2007, more than half the assets were
rated A3 or higher. JA.1297.
The district court asserted that the “gist” of the statement – “that Plaintiffs
had a substantial amount of money – billions of dollars – invested in CDOs backed
by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond” – was true. SPA.17. The reason, it
claimed, was “that over 50% of the $23 billion that Harding managed as of October 2007 consisted of non-prime RMBS and CDOs invested in non-prime RMBS,
and that by January 2009, the majority of the collateral in Harding’s CDOs was
already rated below BBB.” Id. But neither fact renders the statement remotely
true. That over half of Harding’s assets were merely “non-prime” says nothing
about what fraction were triple-B – i.e., “the worst of the worst,” as Eisman put it.
SPA.28. Moreover, ratings in January 2009 – long after the dinner conversation
and long after the housing crash decimated the entire CDO market – are irrelevant.
Evidence showed that more than half the assets backing Harding’s CDOs were
rated A3 or higher, JA.1297, and the district court was required to credit that evidence at summary judgment.
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In any event, the precise fraction of Harding’s collateral that was triple-B –
whether more or less than half – is beside the point. The book states that Harding
invested in “nothing but CDOs backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage
bond.” SPA.28 (emphasis added). That statement is blatantly false, even if some
portion – even a “substantial amount” – was invested in such assets. SPA.17.
Stating that a manager’s CDOs are backed by a variety of collateral is worlds apart
from stating that the collateral is just uniformly bad. The substantial truth doctrine
allows only “ ‘fine and shaded distinctions’ ” between the written word and the
truth. Fleckenstein, 193 N.E. at 538. Lewis didn’t even come close.
The court also erred in dismissing the claims about Mr. Chau’s income. The
book asserts that, “[i]n one year as a CDO manager, he’d taken home $26 million.”
SPA.30. Mr. Chau made nowhere near that amount. In 2006 – the year to which
that passage appears to refer – Mr. Chau earned only about

from Maxim

and Harding. JA.1288-89 ¶ 1. He earned somewhat more in later years, but still
far less than the $26 million Lewis claims. JA.1289-90 ¶¶ 2-3.
The court nonetheless found the “overall gist of these assertions” true because “Harding received over $25 million in fees,” i.e., revenue before expenses.
SPA.18 (emphasis added). But the book explicitly states that, “[i]n one year as a
CDO manager, he’d taken home $26 million.” SPA.30 (emphasis added). Any
reader would understand that to mean Mr. Chau’s personal take-home income, not
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Harding’s fee revenue. That Wal-Mart has annual sales revenue of $469 billion
before expenses does not mean its president or shareholders personally “take
home” $469 billion. Once again, Lewis got it wrong. He was not even close.
III.

THE STATEMENTS ARE “OF AND CONCERNING” PLAINTIFFS
The district court further erred by finding several statements not “of and

concerning” Mr. Chau or Harding. A defamatory statement need not identify the
plaintiff by name. Rather, it need only “ ‘designate[ ] the plaintiff in such a way as
to let those who knew [him] understand that [he] was the person meant.’ ” Dalbec
v. Gentleman’s Companion, Inc., 828 F.2d 921, 925 (2d Cir. 1987) (quotation
marks omitted); see also Fetler v. Houghton Mifflin Co., 364 F.2d 650, 651 (2d
Cir. 1966). That issue, too, is a jury question. Brayton v. Crowell-Collier Publ’g
Co., 205 F.2d 644, 645 (2d Cir. 1953). It cannot be resolved at summary judgment
unless the “words are incapable of supporting a jury’s finding that the allegedly
libelous statements refer to plaintiff.” Handelman v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 469
F. Supp. 1048, 1050 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).
The district court held that several statements were not “of and concerning”
Mr. Chau or Harding because “they refer either to CDO managers generally or to
the industry as a whole.” SPA.18-19. But one of the statements the district court
dismissed on that basis actually refers to Mr. Chau by name:
The CDO manager’s job was . . . to vet the bonds themselves. The
CDO manager was further charged with monitoring the hundred or so
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individual subprime bonds inside each CDO . . . . That, however, was
mere theory; in practice, the sorts of investors who handed their
money to Wing Chau . . . did so precisely because they were meant to
be foolproof, impervious to losses, and unnecessary to monitor or
even think about very much. The CDO manager, in practice, didn’t
do much of anything . . . .
SPA.29 (emphasis added). Given that the passage expressly refers to Mr. Chau, no
one could fail to comprehend that it was impugning his diligence and competence.
In typical “of and concerning” cases, the defamatory work does not mention the
plaintiff by name and the dispute is over whether it sufficiently identifies him by
implication. See, e.g., Fetler, 364 F.2d at 651-52. The district court did not cite a
single case where a statement explicitly naming a plaintiff was found to be not “of
and concerning” him.
Even the statements that refer to CDO managers without expressly identifying Mr. Chau or Harding present a triable issue. A statement referring to a group is
actionable where “the circumstances of publication reasonably give rise to the conclusion that there is particular reference to the member.” Restatement (Second) of
Torts § 564A(b) (1977); see Church of Scientology Int’l v. Time Warner, Inc., 806
F. Supp. 1157, 1160 (S.D.N.Y. 1992). Courts have thus repeatedly found statements to be “of and concerning” a plaintiff where general references to a group
were juxtaposed with specific references to the plaintiff. See, e.g., Stanton v.
Metro Corp., 438 F.3d 119, 128-29 (1st Cir. 2006) (defamatory statements about
promiscuous teens juxtaposed with plaintiff ’ s photograph); Ball v. Taylor, 416
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F.3d 915, 917-18 (8th Cir. 2005) (defendant made defamatory statements about
employees in general but also handed out a complaint identifying plaintiffs); Fernicola v. Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, Inc., 208 N.Y.S.2d 305, 306-07 (Sup. Ct.
Oneida Cnty. 1960) (accusations about mafia lawyers in general accompanied by
passage specifically identifying plaintiff as such a lawyer).
Here, the entire defamatory passage weaves together accusations against Mr.
Chau and Harding with criticisms of CDO managers generally. SPA.26-34. Indeed, Mr. Chau is the only CDO manager identified by name in the entire passage. Id. Any reader would infer that the general criticisms also apply squarely to
Mr. Chau and Harding. Nearly every statement that does not specifically identify
Mr. Chau or Harding echoes others that do. For example, the claim that “[t]he
bond market had created what amounted to a double agent” tracks the later description of Mr. Chau as a “front man” for Merrill Lynch. SPA.29, 31. And the suggestion that “all sorts of unlikely people suddenly hoped to become” CDO managers mirrors the earlier assertion that Mr. Chau had “spent most of his career working sleepy jobs at sleepy life insurance companies.” SPA.27, 29.
Indeed, the entire point of the chapter is that Eisman came to appreciate the
supposed corruption and incompetence of the CDO industry from his conversation
with Mr. Chau. SPA.31. Whatever Eisman learned about “CDO managers” at that
dinner came from his interactions with Mr. Chau. Under those circumstances, any
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reader would understand the book’s statements about CDO managers as implying
that Mr. Chau and Harding shared all the faults that Eisman and Lewis attributed to
CDO managers generally.
IV.

THE BOOK’S ACCUSATIONS ARE STATEMENTS OF FACT, NOT
OPINION
Finally, the district court erred in holding that many of the statements were

non-actionable statements of opinion. Under the First Amendment, there is no
separate constitutional privilege for statements of opinion. See Milkovich v. Lorain
Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 17-23 (1990). So long as a statement contains a “provably false factual connotation” and does not consist solely of “ ‘rhetorical hyperbole’ ” or the like, it is actionable. Id. at 19-21. Although New York law affords
somewhat broader protection, “[t]he dispositive inquiry, under either Federal or
New York law, is ‘whether a reasonable [reader] could have concluded that [the
statements were] conveying facts about the plaintiff.’ ” Gross v. N.Y. Times Co.,
623 N.E.2d 1163, 1167 (N.Y. 1993).
Under New York law, three factors are relevant: “(1) whether the specific
language in issue has a precise meaning which is readily understood; (2) whether
the statements are capable of being proven true or false; and (3) whether either the
full context of the communication in which the statement appears or the broader
social context and surrounding circumstances are such as to ‘ “signal . . . readers or
listeners that what is being read or heard is likely to be opinion, not fact.” ’ ”
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Gross, 623 N.E.2d at 1167 (quoting Steinhilber v. Alphonse, 501 N.E.2d 550, 554
(N.Y. 1986)). The district court failed to apply those standards properly here.
A.

The Description of Mr. Chau’s Professional History Is a Provably
False Statement of Fact

The district court’s most obvious error was its treatment of Mr. Chau’s professional history. The book states that Mr. Chau “spent most of his career working
sleepy jobs at sleepy life insurance companies.” SPA.27. That claim is patently
false. Prior to forming Harding, Mr. Chau had 12 years of experience in structured
finance and asset-backed securities, including five years as an analyst at Salomon
Smith Barney and Prudential Securities, over two years as a senior trader at Nomura and SG Cowen, and two years as a CDO manager at Maxim. JA.1228-30
¶¶ 7-17; JA.1309. Contrary to the book’s claim, Mr. Chau spent only two years at
New York Life Investment Management – and even there, he was a portfolio manager specializing in fixed-income securities, including mortgage-backed securities.
JA.1228 ¶ 10.

Lewis ultimately conceded his description was “incomplete.”

JA.1577-78 at 264:12-265:11.
Setting aside whether the two years Mr. Chau spent managing a fixedincome portfolio for New York Life was “sleepy,” the claim that he spent “most of
his career” at insurance companies is a statement of fact under any conceivable
standard.

The claim involves “specific language” with a “precise meaning.”

Gross, 623 N.E.2d at 1167. “Most” means “the greatest number or part,” i.e., the
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“majority.” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 1474 (2002). Two
years is not a “majority” of twelve.
The book’s claim is also “capable of being proven true or false.” Gross, 623
N.E.2d at 1167. All Lewis had to do was read the copy of Mr. Chau’s professional
biography one of his researchers had sent him. JA.1307-10; JA.1562-65 at 204:25216:21. Alternately, he could have checked readily available public sources like
the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority website. See JA.495; FINRA BrokerCheck, http://brokercheck.finra.org.
The district court nonetheless held the statement non-actionable because
“this characterization merely reflects Lewis’s opinion of Chau’s prior employment
experience” and “[a]n average reader would not interpret this statement literally.”
SPA.13 (emphasis added). But it is hard to imagine a more purely factual statement; either Mr. Chau spent more than half his career at insurance companies or he
didn’t. And the claim that readers would not “interpret this statement literally” –
as if saying someone spent “most of his career at insurance companies” were a
well-accepted figure of speech meaning that he actually spent most of his career
somewhere else – defies reason.
The district court commented that the statement was merely “meant to contrast [Mr. Chau’s] prior experience unrelated to his current job as a CDO manager.” SPA.13. But therein lies the problem. Had Lewis accurately described Mr.
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Chau’s prior experience, there would have been no “contrast.” The reader would
have learned that Mr. Chau had an M.B.A. and over a decade of experience in the
field of asset-backed securities, holding significant positions at leading firms.
Lewis’s desire to caricature Mr. Chau’s qualifications to better suit his narrative
does not transform his false statements of fact into mere opinions.
B.

The Accusations Impugning Mr. Chau’s and Harding’s Diligence,
Competence, and Integrity Are Provably False Statements of Fact

The Big Short’s other attacks are likewise concrete, provably false statements of fact. The book accuses Mr. Chau of not “do[ing] much of anything,” of
not “vet[ting]” or “monitoring” the bonds in his CDOs, and of not “spend[ing] a lot
of time worrying” about what was in them. SPA.29-30. Harding’s collateral is the
“worst of the worst,” “ ‘dog shit,’ ” “industrial waste,” SPA.28, 30, and the business is run by underequipped incompetents – “ ‘[t]wo guys and a Bloomberg terminal in New Jersey’ ” who aren’t “mentally alert” and don’t ask “tough questions,” SPA.29. Mr. Chau is a “front man” and a “double agent” for Wall Street,
SPA.29-31, as well as a “fool,” “sucker,” “crook[ ],” and “moron[ ],” SPA.27, 32.
Those accusations fall well within the range of statements courts have found
actionable in similar contexts. In Flamm v. American Association of University
Women, 201 F.3d 144 (2d Cir. 2000), for example, this Court held that a customer
complaint describing a lawyer as an “ ‘ambulance chaser’ with interest only in
‘slam dunk cases’ ” was a statement of fact. Id. at 147-55. Rejecting the claim that
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the statement was “so informal as to lack a precise and readily understood meaning,” the court held that the term “ambulance chaser” “reasonably implies that [the
attorney] has engaged in unethical solicitation.” Id. at 151, 154-55.
Likewise, in Gross, the New York Court of Appeals allowed a suit over a
series of New York Times articles claiming that a medical examiner “engaged in
cover-ups, directed the creation of ‘misleading’ autopsy reports and was guilty of
‘possibly illegal’ conduct.” 623 N.E.2d at 1168. “[A]lthough couched in the language of hypothesis or conclusion,” the court explained, the accusations “would be
understood by the reasonable reader as assertions of fact.” Id. “[T]he assertion
that plaintiff engaged in ‘corrupt’ conduct in his capacity as Chief Medical Examiner cannot be treated as a mere rhetorical flourish . . . [when] made in the course
of a lengthy, copiously documented newspaper series that was written only after
what purported to be a thorough investigation.” Id. at 1169.
The same is true here. The entire passage bristles with accusations of dishonesty, stupidity, and dereliction of duty. An accusation that a money manager
“d[oes]n’t do much of anything,” is a “front man” for underwriters, or manages the
“worst of the worst” is no less factual than a claim that a lawyer is an “ambulance
chaser” or a medical examiner “corrupt.” At least in the context of a non-fiction
book that purports to be the product of exhaustive research, those accusations
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would be interpreted by the average reader as conveying actual facts about Mr.
Chau’s and Harding’s professional conduct.
C.

The Accusations Are Actionable as Mixed Opinions

Even if the challenged statements were not themselves assertions of fact,
they would still be actionable. Under New York law, an opinion is actionable as a
“mixed opinion” if it “implies that it is based upon facts which justify the opinion
but are unknown to those reading or hearing it.” Steinhilber, 501 N.E.2d at 55253; see also Hotchner v. Castillo-Puche, 551 F.2d 910, 913 (2d Cir. 1977); Brown
v. Albany Citizens Council on Alcoholism, Inc., 605 N.Y.S.2d 577, 578 (3d Dep’t
1993). That same rule applies if the statement “gives the impression that it sets
forth the facts upon which it is based, but those underlying facts are either falsely
misrepresented or grossly distorted.”

Chalpin v. Amordian Press, Inc., 515

N.Y.S.2d 434, 437 (1st Dep’t 1987); see also Silsdorf v. Levine, 449 N.E.2d 716,
720-21 (N.Y. 1983).
In Chalpin, for example, a magazine criticized a recording artist manager as
an “unbelievably unscrupulous character” and pointed to a supposedly unfair contract he had imposed. 515 N.Y.S.2d at 435-36. The article, however, grossly misdescribed the terms of the contract. Id. at 437-38. The court ruled the “unbelievably unscrupulous character” reference actionable because, even though it was an
opinion, it was based on facts that were misrepresented. Id.
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Likewise here, many of the alleged “opinions” are based on factual statements elsewhere in the passage that are “misrepresented or grossly distorted.”
Chalpin, 515 N.Y.S.2d at 437. For example, the claims that Harding collateral is
“the worst of the worst,” “industrial waste,” and “ ‘three levels of dog shit lower
than the original bonds’ ” are based squarely on the indisputably factual assertion
that Harding “invested in nothing but CDOs backed by the triple-B tranche of a
mortgage bond.” SPA.28, 30. Because that underlying factual assertion is grossly
distorted, any opinions based on it are actionable as well.
That same analysis applies to other statements too. The alleged opinions
that Mr. Chau was a “front man for . . . Wall Street” and a “double agent . . . who
seemed to represent the interests of investors when he better represented the interests of Wall Street bond trading desks,” SPA.29-31, can reasonably be read as inferences from the fabricated quotations showing flagrant disregard for his investors, see pp. 27-28, supra. And the attacks on Mr. Chau’s competence and diligence rest at least in part on the false description of his employment history.
To the extent the alleged opinions do not rest on other facts set forth in the
passage, they are actionable because the book implies that Lewis has some factual
basis that he simply chose not to share. See Steinhilber, 501 N.E.2d at 552-53.
Lewis’s books purport to be thoroughly researched and investigated. JA.61-62
¶ 18. Thus, when Lewis reports that Mr. Chau’s “job was to be the CDO ‘expert,’
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but he actually didn’t spend a lot of time worrying about what was in [his] CDOs,”
SPA.30, readers naturally assume that Lewis has some factual basis for making
such a claim. In reality, no such basis exists – Wing Chau and his team worked
diligently to manage their CDOs, as reflected in the nearly 900,000 pages of credit
files they produced. JA.1234 ¶ 26. That absence of any factual basis makes the
statement actionable whether or not it is Lewis’s “opinion.” The same is true of
the other alleged opinions as well.
D.

The Context of the Defamatory Statements Weighs Against a
Finding of Opinion

Under New York law, courts must also consider “the full context of the
communication in which the statement[s] appear[ ]” and “the broader social context
and surrounding circumstances.” Gross, 623 N.E.2d at 1167. Those factors both
strongly favor plaintiffs here.
In analyzing the “context of the communication,” New York courts distinguish between carefully planned statements that purport to be the product of careful research and investigation, and statements made in public meetings or other
more extemporaneous settings. Thus, in Gross, the New York Court of Appeals
held that accusations of professional malfeasance were factual because they appeared “in the course of a lengthy, copiously documented newspaper series that
was written only after what purported to be a thorough investigation.” 623 N.E.2d
at 1169. By contrast, in 600 West 115th Street Corp. v. Von Gutfeld, 603 N.E.2d
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930 (N.Y. 1992), the court held that an accusation of wrongdoing was an opinion
in part because it was made in a “rambling, table-slapping monologue” at a public
hearing. Id. at 937; see also Steinhilber, 501 N.E.2d at 551, 555-56 (telephone
message recorded in the “emotional aftermath” of a labor conflict).
The Big Short shares far more with Gross’s “lengthy, copiously documented
newspaper series” than the “rambling, table-slapping monologue” in 600 West
115th Street. As his editor explains, Lewis’s books are “compelling” precisely
because they purport to be “a product of countless interviews and thorough investigation.” JA.61-62 ¶ 18. Whatever literary techniques Lewis uses, the fact remains that The Big Short is “a work of non-fiction” that was “intended . . . to be
factually accurate.” JA.541 ¶ 15. Any reader would understand it as such.
The book’s “broader social context” reinforces that impression. While the
district court alluded to the book’s supposedly “contemporaneous nature,” SPA.11,
in fact the book was not published until March 2010, years after the financial crisis
of 2007 and 2008, JA.60 ¶ 13. By then, government regulators, academics, and
journalists alike were engaged in an earnest investigation into the causes of the
financial turmoil that had occurred years earlier. See, e.g., JA.440-53.
It is no surprise, therefore, that the book has won acclaim, not for Lewis’s
superior use of analogies and figurative speech, but for his purported insights into
the financial crisis. Lewis’s editor crows about how The Washington Post ’s Pulit-
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zer-winning business columnist declared the book “ ‘the truest picture yet of what
went wrong on Wall Street – and why,’ ” and about how a Reuters blogger declared
the book “ ‘probably the single best piece of financial journalism ever.’ ” JA.6061 ¶ 14 (emphasis added). “[B]oth Republican and Democratic Senators read and
recommended the book and invited Lewis to speak with them on the financial crisis” – one of them describing the book as “ ‘really an eye-opener of what was going
on.’ ” JA.61 ¶ 15. Lewis did not become the darling of Congress and the media
because of his character-driven narratives. He got that distinction because people
wanted to know what happened in the housing crisis and they thought he knew.
The mere fact that a book’s subject-matter is a topic of public debate does
not give a non-fiction author free rein to destroy the reputations of the real-world
individuals he chooses as his characters. The Big Short ’s accusations of professional dishonesty and malfeasance are the sorts of statements that have been redressable – and defamatory per se – for centuries. A claim that a prominent trial
lawyer raked in millions in fees while doing no work on his clients’ cases, or that a
doctor was a “front man” or “double agent” for drug companies, would be defamatory even if tort reform or medical costs were prominent social issues. This case is
no different. A desire to write a national bestseller about the financial crisis is not
a license to lie about, or recklessly misstate, a particular financial professional’s
integrity and diligence. The district court erred in holding otherwise.
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CONCLUSION
Questions of fact abound throughout this case. Plaintiffs are entitled to their
day in court to have those questions resolved by a jury. The district court’s judgment should be reversed.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

------- ----------- ----------------X
WING F. CHAU and HARDING ADVISORY
LLC,

-~~-~'''---'---,,----

Plaintiffs,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER

v.

ll-CV-1333 (GBD)

MICHAEL LEWIS, STEVEN EISMAN, AND
W.W. NORTON & COMPANY, INC.,
Defendants.
-

X

GEORGE B. DANIELS, District Judge:
Plaintiffs Wing F. Chau and Harding Advisory LLC commenced this action against
Defendants Michael Lewis, Steven Eisman, and W.W. Norton & Company, alleging that
Defendants committed libel by publishing twenty-six defamatory statements about Plaintiffs in
Lewis's 2010 book. The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine. Plaintiffs seek compensatory
and punitive damages for the alleged defamation. Defendants each move for summary judgment
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ("Fed. R. Civ. P.") 56.
Defendants' summary judgment motions are GRANTED.

BACKGROUND
Defendant Lewis is an award-winning author who has written or edited fourteen nonfiction books. Defendants' Consolidated Statement of Undisputed Facts ("SUF") ~~r14, 18 (filed
under seal). He has also written numerous articles and opinion pieces on business and financial
topics for publications such as The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Forbes, and Vani(v
Fair.

SUF~

17. Defendant Norton is a New-York based publishing house that has published
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eleven of Lewis's books. SUF~ 32. In October 2009, Lewis entered into a contract with Norton
for publication of The Big Short. SUF,r 34. ==-=~-=== was a product of sixteen months of
extensive research and investigation, during which Lewis interviewed over one hundred sources
and collected thousands of pages of hardcopy materials.

SUF~~ 60-62.

Written as a non-fiction book meant for a general audience, The Big Short purports to be
an exploration of "the causes of the recent financial crisis by looking at a small group of
iconoclasts who 'shorted,' or bet against, the subprime mortgage bond market at a time when most
investors thought real estate prices would continue to rise (i.e., were 'long')." Lewis Decl.

~~

15-

16. One o[the "iconoclasts" whom Lewis profiles is Defendant Eisman, who managed a hedge
fund called FrontPoint Partners LLC, and served as one of the sources Lewis interviewed in
researching The Big Short. CampI.

~

8.

The gravamen of Plaintiffs' complaint stems from Chapter 6

~~~~=-",

entitled

Spider-Man at the Venetian. Of the 270-page, ten-chapter book, Chapter 6 consists of twenty-four

pages and revolves around a dinner conversation that took place on January 28, 2007 at the Okada
Restaurant in the Wynn Las Vegas Hotel during the 2007 American Securitization Forum. SUF ~
1. The dinner was hosted by Greg Lippmann, head of Deutsche Bank's Asset-Backed Securities

Trading Department, with the purpose of introducing the "shorts" to the "longs".

SUF~

6.

Participants of the dinner included Eisman, FrontPoint's chieftrader, Daniel Moses, and
FrontPoint's senior analyst Vincent Daniel. SUF'I'13-5.
Also present at the dinner was Plaintiff Chau, a financial professional and founder,
president, and 99% owner of Plaintiff Harding, an asset management firm that specialized in the
management of CD Os.

SUF~~

2,82,83,86. After having had an annual salary of approximately

$190,000 as an employee of New York Life insurance company, Chau collected approximately
$25 million in fees in 2007 as a CDO manager.

SUF~'J

2

90-91. At the height of the CDO market,
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Harding ranked among the top CDO managers. SUF~rl17. During the period between January
2007 and September of2007, Harding issued more asset-backed CDOs by volume than any other
CDO manager. SUF ~ 122. As of October 2007, Harding had over $23 billion in assets under
management, over half of which consisted of non-prime residential mortgage-backed securities
(,'RMBS") and CD Os invested in non-prime RMBS. SUF~ 99-101. By January 2009, the
1

majority of the collateral in Harding's CDOs was rated below BBB, a rating which carried the
highest level of risk for investment-grade loans. SUF'II04. From as far back as January 2007,
Chau personally had minimal equity interest in any of these CDOs. SUF'I'II07-113.
At the dinner, Eisman and Chau were seated next to each other and discussed how for
every "long" investor who believed the asset would perform, there must be also be a "short
investor" on the other side of the trade who believed that the asset would default.

SUF~I

8.

Following the dinner, Eisman intended to "short" Chau's CDOs, and contacted a trader at
Deutsche Bank to do so upon his return to New York.

SUF~'J

10. While Eisman did not

ultimately short Chau's CDOs specifically, he increased his short position on other CDOs as a
result of the dinner. SUF,j13.
Chapter 6 criticizes and presents a negative portrayal of Plaintiffs and CDO managers in
general. Plaintiffs assert that: Defendant Lewis is liable for writing, Defendant Norton for
publishing, and Defendant Eisman for communicating to Lewis the following twenty-six allegedly
defamatory statements published in Chapter 6 of The Big Short: 2 Campi. ~ 89.
1. When Eisman asked exactly what Harding Advisory advised, Wing Chau explained
that he was a CDO manager. "I had no idea there was such a thing as a COO
manager," said Eisman. "I didn't know there was anything to manage."
("Statement 1"), The Dig Short at 138.

Harding received management fees primarily based on the volume of assets in their CDOs. SUF~I 87-88.
The challenged statements that PlaintitTs claim are defamatory are reproduced in full here for analysis within their
immediate context. The Court also has bolded the portions of each challenged statement that could arguably be read
as derogatory to Plaintiffs.
1

2

3
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2. He'd graduated from the University of Rhode Island, earned a business degree at
Babson College, and spent most of his career working sleepy jobs at sleepy life
insurance companies - but all that was in the past. ("Statement 2"), Id. at 139.
3. Danny didn't know Wing Chau, but when he heard that he was the end buyer of
subprime CDOs, he knew exactly who he was: the sucker. ("Statement 3"), Id. at 139.
4. When they saw that Lippman had seated Eisman right next to the sucker, both Danny
and Vinny had the same thought: Oh no. This isn't going to end well. Eisman
couldn't contain himself. He'd figure out the guy was a fool, and let him know it,
and then where would they be? They needed fools; only fools would take the other
side of their trades. ("Statement 4"), Id. at 139.
5. Later, whenever Eisman set out to explain to others the origins of the financial
crisis, he'd start with his dinner with Wing Chau. Only now did he fully appreciate
the central importance of the so-called mezzanine CDO-the CDO composed mainly
oftriple-B-rated subprime mortgage bonds-and its synthetic counterpart: the CDO
composed entirely of credit default swaps on a triple-B-rated subprime mortgage bond.
"You have to understand this," he'd say. "This was the engine of doom." He'd draw
a picture of several towers of debt. The first tower was the original subprime loans that
had been piled together. At the top of this tower was the triple-A tranche, just below it
the double-A tranche, and so on down to the riskiest, triple-B tranche-the bonds
Eisman had bet against. The Wall Street firms had taken these triple-B tranches-the
worst of the worst-to build yet another tower of bonds: a CDO. A collateralized debt
obligation. The reason they'd done this is that the rating agencies, presented with the
pile of bonds backed by dubious loans, would pronounce 80 percent of the bonds in it
triple-A These bonds could then be sold to investors-pension funds, insurance
companies-which were allowed to invest only in highly rated securities. It came as
news to Eisman that this ship of doom was piloted by Wing Chau and people like
him. ("Statement 5"), ld. at 140.
6. The guy controlled roughly $15 billion, invested in nothing but cnos backed by the
triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond or, as Eisman put it, "the equivalent of three
levels of dog shit lower than the original bonds." ("Statement 6"), !d. at 140.
7. All by himself, Chau generated vast demand for the riskiest slices of subprime
mortgage bonds, for which there had previously been essentially no demand. This
demand led inexorably to the supply of new home loans, as material for the bonds.
The soy sauce in which Eisman double-dipped his edamame was shared by a man who
had made it possible for tens of thousands of actual human beings to be handed
money they could never afford to repay. ("Statement 7"), /d. at 140-41.
8. As it happened, FrontPoint Partners had spent a lot of time digging around in those
loans, and knew that the default rates were already sufficient to wipe out Wing Chau's
entire portfolio. "God," Eisman said to him. "You must be having a hard time."
"No," Wing Chau said. "I've sold everything out." ("Statement 8"), !d. at 14l.
4
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9. It made no sense. The CDO manager's job was to select the Wall Street firm to supply
him with subprime bonds that served as the collateral for CDO investors, and then to
vet the bonds themselves. The CDO manager was further charged with monitoring the
hundred or so individual subprime bonds inside each CDO, and replacing the bad ones,
before they went bad, with better ones. That, however, was mere theory; in practice,
the sorts of investors who handed their money to Wing Chau, and thus bought the
triple-A-rated tranche of CDOs-German banks, Taiwanese insurance companies,
Japanese farmers' unions, European pension funds, and, in general, entities more or
less required to invest in triple-A-rated bonds-did so precisely because they were
meant to be foolproof, impervious to losses, and unnecessary to monitor or even think
about very much. The cno manager, in practice, didn't do much of anything,
which is why all sorts of unlikely people suddenly hoped to become one.
("Statement 9"), Id. at 141.
10. "Two guys and a Bloomberg terminal in New Jersey" was Wall Street shorthand
for the typical cno manager. ("Statement 10"), !d. at 141.
11. The less mentally alert the two guys, and the fewer the questions they asked about
the triple-B-rated subprime bonds they were absorbing into their cnos, the more
likely they were to be patronized by the big Wall Street firms. ("Statement II"),
!d. at 141.
12. The whole point of the CDO was to launder a lot of subprime mortgage market risk
that the firms had been unable to place straightforwardly. The last thing you wanted
was a cno manager who asked lots of tough questions. ("Statement 12"), !d. at
141.
13. The bond market had created what amounted to a double agent-a character who
seemed to represent the interests of investors when he better represented the
interests of Wall Street bond trading desks. ("Statement 13"), !d. at 141-42.
14. To assure the big investors who had handed their billions to him that he had their deep
interests at heart, the CDO manager kept ownership of what was called the "equity," or
"first loss" piece, of the CDO-the piece that vanished first when the subprime loans
that ultimately supplied the CDO with cash defaulted .... Now, almost giddily, Chau
explained to Eisman that he simply passed all the risk that the underlying home
loans would default on to the big investors who had hired him to vet the bonds.
("Statement 14"), !d. at 142.
15. But the CDO manager was also paid a fee of 0.01 percent off the top, before any ofhis
investors saw a dime, and another, similar fee, off the bottom, as his investor received
their money back. That doesn't sound like much, but, when you're running tens of

billions of dollars with little effort and no overhead, it adds up. Just a few years earlier,
Wing Chau was making $140,000 a year managing a portfolio for the New York Life
Insurance Company. In one year as a cno manager, he'd taken home $26 million,
the haul from half a dozen lifetimes of working at New York Life .... His job was
to be the cno "expert," but he actually didn't spend a lot of time worrying about
5
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what was in CDOs. ("Statement IS"),Id. at 142.
16. His goal, he explained, was to maximize the dollars in his care. He was now doing
this so well that, from January 2007 until the market crashed in September,
Harding Advisory would be the world's biggest subprime CDO manager.
("Statement 16"), Id. at 142.
17. Among its other achievements, Harding had established itself as the go-to buyer of
Merrill Lynch's awesome CDO machine, notorious not only for its rate of
production (Merrill created twice as many of the things as the next biggest Wall Street
firm) but also for its industrial waste (its CDOs were later proven to be easily the
worst). ("Statement 17"), !d. at 142.
18. "He 'managed' the CDOs," said Eisman, "but managed what? I was just appalled that
the structured finance market could be so insane as to allow someone to manage a
CDO portfolio without having any exposure to the CDOs. People would pay up to
have someone 'manage' their CDOs-as if this moron was helping you. 1 thought,
You prick, you don't give a fuck about the investors in this thing." ("Statement 18"),
Id. at 142-43.
19. Chau's real job was to serve as a new kind of front man for the Wall Street firms
he "hired"; investors felt better buying a Merrill Lynch CDO ifit didn't appear to be
run by Merrill Lynch. ("Statement 19"), Id. at 143.
20. "Then he says something that blew my mind," said Eisman. "He says, 'I love guys
like you who short my market. Without you 1 don't have anything to buy.'"
("Statement 20"), Id. at 143.
21. That's when Steve Eisman finally understood the madness of the machine. He and
Vinny and Danny had been making these side bets with Goldman Sachs and Deutsche
Bank on the fate of the triple-B tranche of subprime mortgage-backed bonds without
fully understanding why those firms were so eager to accept them. Now he was faceto-face with the actual human being on the other side of his credit default swaps.
Now he got it: The credit default swaps, filtered through the CDOs, were being used to
replicate bonds backed by actual home loans. There weren't enough Americans with
shitty credit taking out loans to satisfy investors' appetite for the end product. Wall
Street needed his bets in order to synthesize more of them. "They weren't satisfied
getting lots of unqualified borrowers to borrow money to buy a house they
couldn't afford," said Eisman. "They were creating them out of whole cloth. One
hundred times over! That's why the losses in the financial system are so much
greater than just the subprime loans. That's when I realized they needed us to keep the
machine running. I was like, This is allowed?" ("Statement 21 "), Id. at 143.

22. Wing Chau didn't know he'd been handpicked by Greg Lippmann to persuade Steve
Eisman that the people on the other end of his credit default swaps were either
crooks or morons, but he played the role anyway. ("Statement 21 "), Id. at 144.

6
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23. Between shots of sake he told Eisman that he would rather have $50 billion in
crappy cnos than none at all, as he was paid mostly on volume. ("Statement 23"),
Id. at 144.
24. He told Eisman that his main fear was that the U.S. economy would strengthen,
and dissuade hedge funds from placing bigger bets against the sub prime mortgage
market. (Statement "24"), Id. at 144.
25. But when the meal was over, they watched Eisman grab Greg Lippmann, point to
Wing Chau, and say, "\Vhatever that guy is buying, I want to short it." Lippman
took it as ajoke, but Eisman was completely serious: He wanted to place a bet
specifically against \Ving Chau. "Greg," Eisman said, "I want to short his paper.
Sight unseen." Thus far Eisman had bought only credit default swaps on subprime
mortgage bonds; from now on he'd buy specifically credit default swaps on \Ving
Chau's CDOs. ("Statement 25"), Id. at 144.
26. Upon their return they raised it to $550 million, with new bets against the CDOs

created by Wing Chau. With only $500 million under management, the position now
oveJWhelmed their portfolio. ("Statement 26"), Id. at 159.

LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is appropriate where the evidence, viewed in the light most favorable
to the non-moving party, shows "that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c); Vacold, L.L.c. v.
Cerami, 545 F.3d 114, 121 (2d Cir. 2008). The burden rests upon the moving party to show that

there is no genuine issue of material fact. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23
(1986). A fact is "material" only where it will affect the outcome of the suit under governing law.
Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). For there to be a "genuine" issue

about the fact, the evidence must be such "that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the
nonmoving party." Id. In determining whether there is a genuine issue of material fact, the Court
is required to resolve all arnbiguities and draw all inferences in favor of the non-moving party.
Sec. Ins. Co. of Hartford v. Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc., 391 F.3d 77,83 (2d eiL 2004).

Where there is no evidence in the record "from which a reasonable inference could be drawn in
7
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favor of the non-moving party on a material issue of fact," summary judgment is proper. Catlin v.
Sobol, 93 F.3d 1112, 1116 (2d Cir. 1996).

DEFAMATION

A plaintiff may recover in libel where his or her reputation is harmed by written statements
that "tend[] to expose a person to hatred, contempt or aversion, or to induce an evil or unsavory
opinion of him in the minds ofa substantial number in the community." Levin v. McPhee, 119
F.3d 189,195 (2d Cir. 1997) (quoting Tracy v. Newsday, Inc., 5 N.Y.2d 134, 136 (1959)). Not
every unpleasant or uncomplimentary statement, however, is defamatory. To establish a libel
claim in New York, a plaintiff must establish five elements: (1) a written defamatory factual
statement concerning the plaintiff; (2) publication to a third party; (3) fault, established by
demonstrating either negligence or malice depending on the libeled party's status 3 ; (4) falsity of
the defamatory statement; and (5) special damages or per se actionability. Celie v. Filipino
Reporter Enters., 209 F.3d 163, 176 (2d Cir. 2000); see, e.g., Church of Scientology Int 'I v. Eli
LilZv & Co., 778 F. Supp. 661, 666 (S.D.N.Y. 1991); Angio-Medical Corp. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 720

F. Supp. 269, 272 (S.D.N.Y. 1989); Restatement (Second) ofTortsJ3 558, at 155 (1977). The
words are to be construed in the context of the book as a whole, and "in the same way that the
reading public, acquainted with the parties and the subject matter would take [them]." Sydney v.
Mcfadden News. Pub. Corp., 242 N.Y. 208, 214.

I. STATEMENTS OF OPINION

Most of the twenty-six statements contained in Chapter Six of The Big$hort constitute
The Court need not address the issue of fault by making any determination as to whether Plaintiffs are public figures,
which would require Plaintiffs to demonstrate that Defendants acted with constitutional malice, or private figures,
which would require Plaintiffs to show that Defendants acted in a grossly irresponsible manner, since Plaintiffs cannot
prevail under either analysis. See New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 3761J.S. 254; see also Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc.,
418 U.S. 323; Chapadeau v. Utica Obsen'er-Dispatch, Inc., 38 N.Y.2d 196 (N.Y. 1975).
3
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non-actionable expressions of opinion. Plaintiffs contend that all of the statements are assertions
of fact that may properly serve as a basis for libel claims. Whether challenged statements
constitute opinions or facts is a legal question to be decided by the Court. Rinaldi v. Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 42 N.Y.2d 369, 366 N.E.2d 1299, 1306,397 N.Y.S.2d 943 (N.Y. 1977); see,
e.g., Gross v. New York Times Co., 82 N.Y.2d 146, 153,603 N.Y.2d 813,817,623 N.E.2d 1163,
1167 (1993); Steinhilber v. Alphonse, 68 N.Y.2d 283, 290,508 N.Y.S.2d 901, 904, 510 N.E.2d
550, 553 (1986).
It is a well-established principle of constitutional law that, while states may not offer a

lesser degree of protection than the United States Constitution, they are free to erect stronger
safeguards. See, e.g., Immuno, 77 N.Y.2d at 248. The New York Court of Appeals has
consistently found that the New York Constitution affords greater protection for statements of
opinion than its federal counterpart. See, e.g., Levin, 917 F. Supp. at 240. Under New York law,
"falsity is a sine que non of a libel claim and since only assertions of fact are capable of being
proven false, ... a libel action cannot be maintained unless it is premised on published assertions
offact." Brian v. Richardson, 87 N.Y.2d 46,51,637 N.Y.S.2d 347,350,660 N.E.2d 1126,1129
(1995).
New York courts have recognized that "[ d]istinguishing between assertions of fact and
non-actionable expressions of opinion has often proved a difficult task." Brian, 87 N.Y.2d at 51,
637 N.Y.S. at 350,660 N.E.2d at 1129. In conducting this analysis, the Court considers four
factors:
(1) an assessment of whether the specific language in issue has a precise meaning which
is readily understood or whether it is indefinite and ambiguous; (2) a determination of

whether the statement is capable of being objectively characterized as true or false; (3)
an examination of the full context of the communication in which the statement appears;
and (4) a consideration of the broader social context or setting surrounding the
communication including the existence of any applicable customs or conventions which
might "signal to readers or listeners that what is being read or heard is likely to be
9
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opinion, not fact."

Steinhilber, 68 N.Y.2d at 292 (quoting Ollman v. Evans, 750 F.2d 970, 983 (2d Cir. 1986)). The
third and fourth factors require the Court to "consider the content of the communication as a
whole, as well as its tone and apparent purpose", Brian, 87 KY.2d at 51; see also Steinhilber, 68
N.Y.2d at 293, and "detennine whether the reasonable reader would have believed that the
challenged statements were conveying facts about the libel plaintiff." Immuno, 77 N.Y.2d at 254.
In this exercise, the Court must avoid the 'hypertechnical parsing' of written and spoken words for
the purpose of identifying 'possible facts' that might fonn the basis of a sustainable libel action."

Gross, 82 N.Y.2d at 156 (citing Irnrnuno, 77 N.Y.2d at 256.
The analysis does not end, however, when a challenged statement is found to be an
opinion. Where such a detennination is made, the Court must decide whether the opinion is a
"pure opinion" or a "mixed opinion":
An expression of pure opinion is not actionable .... A "pure opinion" is a statement of
opinion which is accompanied by a recitation of the facts upon which it is based. An
opinion not accompanied by such a factual recitation may, nevertheless, be "pure opinion"
if it does not imply that it is based upon undisclosed facts. When, however, the statement
of opinion implies that it is based upon facts which justify the opinion but are unknown to
those reading or hearing it, it is a "mixed opinion" and is actionable. The actionable
element of a "mixed opinion" is not the false opinion itself - it is the implication that the
speaker knows certain facts, unknown to his audience, which support his opinion and are
detrimental to the person about whom he is speaking.

Steinhilber, 68 N.Y.2d at 289-90. In Silsdorfv. Levine, 59 N.Y.2d 8, 462 N.Y.S.2d 822, 449
N.E.2d 716 (1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 831, 78 L. Ed. 2d 111, 104 S. Ct. 109 (1983), the court
considered a plaintiffs allegation that a statement of opinion was based upon disclosed facts that
were actually false. See id., 59 N.Y.2d at 13-14,462 N.y'S.2d at 925-26, 449 N.E.2d at 719-20.
The SilsdOlf court concluded that where a plaintiff challenges the veracity of only the opinions,
and not the underlying facts, the plaintiff cannot establish libel. See id., 59 N.Y.2d at 14,462
N.Y.S.2d at 825-26, 449 N.E.2d at 719-20. However, where the plaintiff challenges the opinions
10
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and the facts, the plaintiff may proceed with respect to both the opinions and the facts.
See id., 59 N.Y.2d at 10& 14-15,462 N.Y.S.2d at 823,825-26,449 N.E.2d at 717, 719-20; see
also H&R Indus., Inc. v. Kirshner, 899 F. Supp. 995,1010-11 (E.D.N.Y. 1995).

A. Context of the Challenged Statements
It is appropriate to begin the Court's analysis of the challenged statements with a careful
examination, as required by Steinhilber, of both the broader social context surrounding The Big
Short's publication and the more immediate textual context in which the statements are embedded.

It is now common knowledge that, from late 2007 to 2009, the United States was devastated by
the worst economic recession since the Great Depression. The Big Short was published in 20 10,
as the nation was still reeling from the aftermath of the crisis. Notwithstanding its
contemporaneous nature, The Big Short was far from a "heat-of-the-moment publication". 600 W

115111 St. Corp. v. Von Gutfeld, 80 N.Y.2d 130, 142 (N.Y. 1992) (making a distinction between a
publication that arises out of some deliberation and one that arises out of the heat of the moment to
determine whether an ordinary reader would construe statements therein to be a fact or opinion).
To the contrary, it was a product of more than a year and a half of extensive research and
investigation, during which Lewis interviewed over one hundred sources and accumulated
thousands of pages of hardcopy materials.
That Lewis's publication was a book, as opposed to a newspaper or a magazine, is relevant
to the Court's analysis:
Books provide an environment for expression far less restrictive than that of a weekly
newsmagazine. In a long book which need not report current factual events, an author has
the freedom to develop a thesis, conduct research in an effort to support the thesis, and
publish an entirely one-sided view of people and events. A reader of such a book not only
expects to find opinion but probably is in active search of opinion; a discussion of history
without synthesis and analysis has little intellectual content.

Price v. Viking Penguin, Inc., 676 F. Supp. 1501, 1509 (aff'd 881 F.2d 1426 (8th Cir.)). While it
11
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is categorized as non-fiction, The Big Short is written in a narrative style and clearly represents
Lewis and Eisman's own views with respect to the reasons for the financial meltdown. Lewis
makes liberal use of quotes from his characters, as well as analogies and figurative speech, to offer
his perspective on the circumstances that played a role in bringing about the crisis. The book does
not purport to serve as a definitive history of the recession, nor does it read as such. An average
reader would easily determine that The Big Short represents Lewis's one-sided view of the people
and events related to the collapse of the financial markets. Moreover, the criticisms and negative
opinions personally expressed by Eisman toward CDO managers in general, and Chau
individually, are clearly his own personal perspective.
B. Statements About Plaintiffs (Statements 1-4, 7, 15, 17-19, 22)
Most of the challenged statements are non-actionable opinions that pertain specifically to
Chau and Harding. In Statement 1, Eisman states his unfamiliarity with the role of a CDO
manager: "I had no idea there was such a thing as a CDO manager .... I didn't know there was
anything to manage." The Big Short at 138. Statements that contain phrases such as "1 had no
idea" and "I didn't know" "signal to readers ... that what is being read ... is likely to be opinion,
not fact." Steinhilber, 68 N.Y.2d at 292 (quoting OIlman, 750 F.2d at 983); see also, Kirch v.
Liberty Media Corp., 04 Civ. 667 (NRB), 2004 U.S. DisC LEXIS 19228, at *21 (S.D.N.Y. Sept.

27, 2004) (interview contained indicators such as "1 believe ... " and "I'd say ... " which signaled
opinion), ajJ'd in part, rev 'd in part on other grounds, 449 F.3d 388 (2d Cir. 2006). Eisman's
statement that he "had no idea there was such a thing as a CDO manager" and "didn't know there
was anything to manage" represents his lack of prior knowledge about the existence and work of
COO managers and thus remains entirely his own opinion.
In Statement 2, Lewis describes Chau as having "spent most of his career working sleepy
jobs at sleepy life insurance companies." TBS at 139. Here, the word "sleepy" is an ambiguous
12
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tenn that lacks any precise meaning and cannot objectively be proven true or false. See

Steinhilber, 68 N.Y.2d at 292. Plaintiffs allege that the statement taken as a whole is a factual
assertion because Chau "either spent 'most of his career' at insurance companies or he did not."
PI. Mem. at 49. In context, however, this characterization merely reflects Lewis's opinion of
Chau's prior employment experience. An average reader would not interpret this statement
literally. It is clearly meant to contrast his prior experience unrelated to his current job as a CDO
manager.
Likewise, epithets such as "sucker", "fool", and "frontman" as used in Statements 3, 4, and
19 represent precisely the type of hyperbolic language that lacks precise meaning and is incapable
of being proven true or false. See e.g., Buckle_v v. Littell, 539 F.2d 882, 893-94 (2d Cir. 1976)
(tenns such as "fascist," "fellow traveller of fascism" and "radical right" held to be "tremendously
imprecise[]" and "so debatable, loose and varying, that they are insusceptible to proof of truth or
falsity"), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1062, 50 L. Ed. 2d 777,97 S. Ct. 785, 97 S. Ct. 786 (1977);

Weiner v. Doubleday & Co., Inc., 142 A.D.2d 100, 105,535 N.Y.S.2d 597, 600 (1st Dep't 1988)
(the phrase "big, fat ugly Jew" was found to be a "mere epithet" and non-actionable) aff'd, 74
N.Y.2d 586, 550 N.Y.S.2d 251,549 N.E.2d 453 (1989), cert. denied, 495 U.S. 930,109 L. Ed. 2d
498, 110 S. Ct. 2168 (1990); Ram v. Moritt, 205 A.D.2d 516 (2d Dep't 1994) (holding that
statements made regarding the plaintiff, including "liar," a "cheat," and a "debtor," constituted
personal opinion and rhetorical hyperbole, not objective fact); Dillon v. City of New York, 261
A.D. 34, 38 (1 st Dep't 1999) ("Loose, figurative, or hyperbolic statements, even if deprecating the
plaintiff are not actionable.").
Defendants' statements that Chau "didn't spend a lot of time worrying about what was in
CD Os", that he "played the role" of a "crook[] or moron[]", and that he "[didn't] give a [f---]

13
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about the investors" (Statements 15, 18, and 22) are an allegations that lack precise meaning.

4

None of these statements would be understood by an average reader to be anything more than the
speaker's own personal opinions. For similar reasons, the statement that Harding was Merrill
Lynch's "go-to buyer" of its "awesome CDO machine, notorious not only for its rate of
production ... but also for its industrial waste" (Statement 17) is non-actionable opinion.
Statement 7 communicates Lewis's belief that Harding's CDOs can be traced back to "tens
of thousands" of improvidently issued home loans based on the size of plaintiffs' assets under
management ("AUM"). This statement consists of a theory, not an assertion of fact, and hence is
not actionable. See Levin, 119 F.3d at 197 ("When the defendant's statements, read in context, are
readily understood as conjecture, hypothesis or speCUlation, this signals the reader that what is said
is opinion, and not fact."). When looking at the book as a whole, no reader would determine that
Defendants were primarily asserting statements of fact which could objectively be proven true or
false.

C. Statements Regarding Plaintiffs' Investments (5-6, 21)
Defendants also correctly argue that Defendants' statements about Chau's CDO
investments constitute non-actionable opinions. In Statement 5, Lewis describes Eisman's
growing understanding of the important role of CDOs in bringing about the financial crisis.
Using Eisman's own characterization of the makeup of CD Os as the "engine of doom", Lewis
writes that "this ship of doom was piloted by Wing Chau and people like him." Statement 21
pertains to Eisman's understanding of how the credit default swaps operate. This statement is a
pure opinion that does not imply that it is premised on any undisclosed set of facts. It merely
represents Eisman and Lewis's own thesis of the origins of the financial crisis.

The factual assertion in Statement 18, "a CDO portfolio without having any exposure to the CDOs" is also nonactionable by virtue of being substantially true. Plaintiffs had only nominal equity in their CDOs. Because their
exposure was only nominal, the gist of Statement 18 that they had very little exposure to the CDOs, is true.

4
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Plaintiffs allege that Defendants's statement that they invested roughly $15 billion in
"nothing but CD Os backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond" (Statement 6) is a "precise
factual assertion about the supposedly uniformly poor makeup of Harding's CDOs." PI. Mem. at
49. To the extent that Eisman considers those CDOs to be the "worst of the worst" and "dog sh-", however, the statement is a non-actionable pure opinion.

O. Statements About COO

~Ianagers

5

Generally (Statements 9-13)

Defendants also assert that several of the challenged statements made about CDO
managers generally are non-actionable opinions. In Statements 10 and 11, Lewis writes that
"'[t]wo guys and a Bloomberg terminal in New Jersey' was Wall Street shorthand for the typical
CDO manager," and that "[t]he less mentally alert the two guys, and the fewer the questions they
asked about the triple-B-rated subprime bonds they were absorbing into their CDOs, the more
likely they were to be patronized by the big Wall street firms." The language here clearly
indicates that the reader is encountering Defendants' opinion. Similarly, no reasonable reader
would interpret Statements 9 and 12 to be more than opinionated criticism. Such statements have
no way of being verified as true or false and thus cannot qualify as factual assertions. Finally, the
characterization of a CDO manager as "a double agent" (Statement 13) is not-actionable.

E. Statement About FrontPoint's Investment Strategy After Meeting Chau (Statements
25)
The challenged statement pertaining to Eisman's stated decision to short Chau's CDOs are
also non-actionable opinions. hI Statement 25, Lewis describes a conversation in which Eisman
specifically communicates his intentions to Lippman immediately following the dinner. The
statcmcnt rcflccts Eisman's pcrsonal reaction to his encounter with Chau, as wcll as thc financial

decision he considered making as a result of that meeting. Thus, Lewis's portrayal of the
5 Furthermore, that a significant portion of Plaintiffs' collateral in its CDOs was rated triple-B is not in dispute. See
CAC ~ 99-104.

15
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statement, and the statement itself, remain pure opinions incapable of supporting a libel claim.

II. STATEMENTS THAT ARE COMPLETELY OR SUBSTANTIALLY TRUE
Under N ew York law, "truth is an absolute, unqualified defense to a civil defamation
action." Croton Watch Co., Inc. v. Nat 'I Jeweler Magazine, Inc., No. 06 Civ. 662,2006 WL
2254818, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 7,2006). Whether a given statement is true or false is not a binary
assessment. Some statements are held to be non-actionable because they are completely true.
Jewell v. NYP Holdings. Inc., 23 F. Supp. 2d 348, 367,1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15327 (S.D.N.Y.
1998). Other statements are held to be substantially true because they do not possess any
ambiguity as to their truth, even if they are not completely true. Id. at 368. A third type of
statement is held to be substantially true where" ... the admitted truth becomes more tenuous, but
still the overall 'gist' or 'sting' cannot be said to be 'substantially' different." Id. (citing
Guccione, 800 F.2d at 302-03). Statements are held to be not substantially true where the

difference between the statement and reality is "plainly substantial." Id.
A substantially true statement may serve as a defense against a charge of libel. Guccione
v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 800 F.2d 298,302 (2d Cir. 1986). Only the gist or substance of the

statements needs to be true. Biro v. CondE Nast, 883 F. Supp. 2d 441,458 (S.D.N.Y. 2012). A
statement is substantially true and "not actionable if the published statement could have produced
no worse an effect on the mind of a reader than the truth pertinent to the allegation." Guccione,
800 F.2d at 302; see Meloffv. New York Life Ins. Co., 240 F.3d 138, 146 (2d Cir. 2001)

("Substantial truth turns on the understanding of the 'average reader. "')
An examination of the full context of the The Big Short shows that many of the allegedly

defamatory statements about the plaintiffs are completely or substantially true, and are therefore
not actionable under New York law.

16
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A. Completely True Statements (Statements 16,25)
The assertion in Statement 16 that "[Chau's] goaL .. was to maximize the dollars in his
care" is a true statement of fact. While Plaintiffs dispute this statement to the extent that it
suggests that this was Chau's only goal, SUFCJ 84, the statement does not convey, or purport to
convey, the priority or importance of this goal to Chau. The second factual assertion in Statement
16 - "that, from January 2007 until the market crashed in September, Harding Advisory would be
the world's biggest subprime CDO manager" - is also completely true and undisputed. SUF,r
122. The factual assertion in Statement 23 that "[Chau] was paid mostly on volume" is similarly
true and undisputed. SUFCJ 88.
B. Substantially True Statements (Statements 6, 8, 14, 15,20,24)

The assertion in Statement 6 that "(Chau] controlled roughly $15 billion, invested in
nothing but CDOs backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond" is substantially true. It is
undisputed that over 50% of the $23 billion that Harding managed as of October 2007 consisted of
non-prime RMBS and CDOs invested in non-prime RMBS, and that by January 2009, the
majority of the collateral in Harding's CDOs was already rated below BBB. The gist of Statement
6, that Plaintiffs had a substantial amount of money - billions of dollars - invested in CD Os
backed by the triple-B tranche of a mortgage bond, is true.
Likewise, the factual assertion in Statement 8, that Chau "sold everything out", is
substantially true. It merely conveys that Chau had very little personal equity in the CDOs he
managed. Similarly, the assertion in Statement 14, that "almost giddily, Chau explained to
Eisman that he simply passed all the risk that the underlying home loans would default on to the
big investors" is substantially true. Although whether or not Chau actually said this may be in
dispute, the statement itself communicates the undisputed statement that Chau had little personal
exposure to the CD Os he managed.
17
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Statement 15, in which Lewis states that "Wing Chau was making $140,000 a year
managing a portfolio for the New York Life Insurance Company", and that "in one year as a CDO
manager, he'd taken home S26 million", is also substantially true. Plaintiffs do not dispute that
Harding received over $25 million in fees in 2007 after Chau was making approximately $190,000
per year while working at New York Life. SUF,r 90, 91. The overall gist of these assertions, that
Chau was making significantly more money as a CDO manager than he did as an insurance
company portfolio manager with a previous employer, is an undisputed fact.
The underlying factual assertions, or the gist of them, in Statements 20 and 24 are the
same: for every "short" investor, there must be a "long" investor. Regardless of whether or not
Eisman correctly attributed Chau as saying that he "love[s] guys like [Eisman] who short [his]
market, because he would have nothing to buy without them, and that "his main fear was that the
U.S. economy would strengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from placing bigger bets against the
subprime mortgage market", those statements are substantially true.

III. STATEMENTS NOT OF AND CONCERNING PLAINTIFFS (Statements 1,9, 10,
11,12,13,21)
A plaintiff asserting a libel claim has the burden of proving that an allegedly defamatory
statement is "published of and concerning the plaintiff." Julian v. American Business Consultants.
Inc., 2 N.Y.2d 1, 17; see Kirch v. Liberty Media Corp., 449 F.3d 388,398 (2d Cir. 2006). While
this requirement is generally an issue of fact for the jury, the Court may decide this question as a
matter of law where the statements "are incapable of supporting a jury's finding that the allegedly
libelous statements refer to a plaintiff." Anyamvu v. Columbia Broad Sys. Inc., 887 F. Supp. 690
(S.D.N.Y. 1995) (citing Handelman v. Hustler, Inc., 469

Supp. 1048,1050 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).

The Court must determine whether, upon reading the statements, it would be clear that the plaintiff
was the target of the allegedly libelous statement to those who know him or her. Church of
18
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Scientology Intern. v. Time Warner Inc., 806 F. Supp. 1157, 1160 (S.D.N.Y. 1992). See Dalbec v.
Gentleman's Companion, Inc., 828 F.2d 921, 925 (2d Cir. 1987) ("It is not necessary that all the
world should understand the libeL")
New York courts have routinely held that a plaintiff cannot sustain a libel claim if the
allegedly defamatory statement "referenced the plaintiff solely as a member of a group." Church

a/Scientology, 806 F. Supp. at 1157; see, e.g., New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254,11
L. Ed. 2d 686,84 S. Ct. 710 (1964). To overcome this group libel doctrine, plaintiff must show

that "the circumstances of the publication reasonably give rise to the conclusion that there is a
particular reference to the member." Church

0/ Scientology, 806

Supp. at 1160 (quoting

Restatement (Second) of Torts, §564A(B)).
Several of Defendants' statements in Chapter Six of The Big Short do not satisfy the "of
and concerning" requirement because they are directed towards CDO managers as a group.
Plaintiffs contend that "[b]y constantly shifting focus between plaintiffs and CDO managers
generally, the book leaves no doubt that its criticisms apply to both." PI. Mem. at 55. Plaintiffs
cannot, however, merely allege that every unflattering comment made about CDO managers in
The Big Short is a personal libelous accusation concerning Chau simply because Chau is a CDO
manager who appears as a central representative character in Chapter 6. Statements 1, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, and 21 do not meet the "of and concerning" requirement because they refer either to CDO
managers generally or to the industry as a whole, and are thus not actionable.
IV. STATEMENTS NOT SUSCEPTIBLE TO ANY DEFAMATORY MEANING
(Statements 1,8, 14, 16,20,23,24,25,26)
It is the responsibility of the Court to determine whether or not a challenged statement is

"reasonably susceptible to the defamatory meaning imputed to it." Levin, 119 F.3d 189, 195

(citing James v. Gannett Co., 40 N.Y.2d 415, 419, 386 N.Y.S.2d 871,874,353 N.E.2d 834,83719
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38 (1976)). Where a statement is susceptible of only a single meaning, the court "must detennine,
as a matter oflaw, whether that one meaning is defamatory." Davis v. Ross, 754 F.2d 80, 83 (2d
Cir. 1985); Aronson v. Wiersma, 65 N.Y.2d 592, 483 N.E.2d 1138, 1139. If a challenged
statement is reasonably susceptible of more than one meaning, at least one of which is not
defamatory, "it is then for the trier of fact, not for the court acting on the issue solely as a matter of
law, to detennine in what sense the words were used and understood." Davis, 754 F.2d at 83.
In this analysis, the Court must approach the contested statements from the perspective of
an average reader:
In analyzing the words in order to ascertain whether a question of fact exists for resolution
upon trial, the court will not pick out and isolate particular phrases but will consider the
publication as a whole. The publication will be tested by its effect upon the average
reader. The language will be given a fair reading and the court will not strain to place a
particular interpretation on the published words. The statement complained of will be read
against the background of its issuance with respect to the circumstances of its publication.
It is the duty of the court, in an action for libel, to understand the publication in the same
manner that others would naturally do. The construction which it behooves a court of
justice to put on a publication which is alleged to be libelous is to be derived as well from
the expressions used as from the whole scope and apparent object of the writer.

James, 40N.Y.2d at 419-20, 386N.Y.S.2d at 974-75,353 N.E.2d at 838 (internal quotation marks
and citation omitted).
A careful review of Chapter 6 of The Big Short indicates that the challenged statements are
incapable of being reasonably susceptible to any defamatory meaning. For instance, an average
reader would not impute any defamatory meaning to Eisman's lack of knowledge about CDO
managers (Statement 1). That Eisman was unaware of what CDO managers did, or whether CDOs
needed managing, does not impugn Chau's reputation or character. Likewise, Eisman alleging
that Chau told him that he "sold everything out" (Statement 8), whether true or false, is not an
accusatory fact that has defamatory meaning. Regardless of whether the phrase "sold everything
out" means that Chau had equity and then sold it, never had equity at all, or had very little equity,

20
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none of these interpretations are actionable. As businesses may have various reasons for choosing
not to maintain equity in their investors' investments, such an observation, whether true or not,
cannot serve as an indictment of one's character. In the same vein, the notion that Chau passed all
the risk of default for home loans to the big investors is not susceptible to defamatory meaning.
The first assertion in Statement 16, that Chau's goal "was to maximize the dollars in his
care" is also not reasonably susceptible to any defamatory meaning. No reasonable reader would
interpret this statement to mean anything other than that Chau strove to make as much money for
himself and his investors as possible. The second assertion in Statement 16, that "Harding
Advisory would be the world's biggest subprime cno manager", is similarly non-actionable. An
assertion simply states that Harding succeeded in its industry is not susceptible to any defamatory
meaning. Likewise, in Statement 20, Lewis relays part of a conversation in which Chau says to
Eisman, "I love guys like you who short my market. Without you I don't have anything to buy."
No part ofthis statement, even in the context of the rest of the chapter, accuses Chau of any
despicable conduct.
Eisman's statements that Chau told him "he would rather have $50 billion in crappy cnos
than none at all, as he was paid mostly on volume" (Statement 23), and that his "main fear was
that the U.S. economy would strengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from placing bigger bets
against the subprime mortgage market" (Statement 24) are both not reasonably susceptible to
defamatory meaning. That Chau preferred to manage some cnos, as opposed to no cnos, hardly
casts aspersion on his character. Finally, Eisman's comments to Lippman about "shorting"
whatever Chau was buying (Statement 25), and Lewis's statement that Eisman ultimately did so
("Statement 26"), arc not susceptible to any defamatory meaning. Eisman's statement that he
wished to short Chau's investments does not defame Chau.
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Chau was one of the largest CDO managers of sub-prime mortgage-backed securities.
Many now view investments in subprime mortgage bonds, and their subsequent disastrous default,
as significantly responsible for the greatest economic crisis since the Great Depression. It is
understandable that those who were directly involved in such investment activity might fairly or
unfairly be targets of public criticism. Chau's attempt to shift blame for the negative image now
publically ascribed to that activity, and those who engaged in it, to the author and his source in the
form of a libel suit, is unsupported by law or fact.

CONCLUSION

Defendants' motions for summary judgment are GRANTED.

Dated: March 29, 2013
New York, New York
SO ORDERED.
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Spider-Man at
'The· Venetian.
.

.

.

Gol.fing with Eisn1an wasn't lik~ g9l.fing with other Wall'.
•

I

Street people~ The round usually began with a collective discomfort
.op the fir~t te~, after Eisman t\irned up wearing someth-ing that violated the Wall Stre~t golfer's n:otion.of propriety. On January 28; 2007,
he arrived at the swanky Bali Hai Golf Club in Las Vegas dressed
.
gy~ shorts, t-shirt, and sn~akers. StraJ.?.gers noticed; Vinny ~nd Danny
squirmed. "C'mon, Steve/, banny pleaded with'a ·~~n who, techni.cally, was his bo~s, "there's an etiquette here. You at ·least have to wear·
·· a collared shirt.n Eisman took the cart to' the· clubhouse and bpught
· . a. hoodie.
The hoodie. covered up his t~shirt and ~ade him look a lot .'
.
'

'

'

'

I

·in

•

.

like a guy ~ho had ju.st b'ought a hoodie to cover up his t~shirt. In.··
.
'
....
hoodie, gym s~orts, and sneakers, Eisman approached his first shot.· .
Like ·every other ~wing of the Eisman c~ub, this was less a condusi'.'e .
. . event. than a suggestion. Displeased· with where the.baU had landed,·, ·.

l~e pulled another_ from

his bag and dropped it in a. new and better ..

pl'ace. Vinny woul~ hit his drive in the fairway; Danny w~uld hit his in

. tne rough; Steve would hit his in the bunker, march into the sand~ and
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grab the ball and toss it o.ut, near Vinny's. It was .hard to accuse him

~f cheating, as he didn't·make the faintest atte~pt to disguis~ what
he was doing, He didn't even. app~a·r to notice anything ~nusu'al in .
.the pa.ttern of his g~me. The ninth dnJ.e Eisman retrie~ed a b.all from
' some sand tvap, or pretended his shot had not 'splashed. into the wat~:r, .
~e acted with the sa1ue unapologetic aplomb he had demonstrated.
the first time. "Because his memory is·so selective, ·he h~s no scars
fro·m
prior
experience,," said Vinny. tie played the ga~e Hke a· child,
'
.
.
!·
.,
.. or. like someone who. was bent on.lampooning a sac~ed dtual;. which
am~urit.ed to the sa~e thing. "The V\reird thing is,'' said Danny, "he's .
actually riot :bad.''
. After a round of golf, '·they heqded out ~0- a· 'dinner at .the Wynn.
I

I

..

•

,

·

·

hotel hosted by Deuts.~he Bank. This was the first time Eism~n had
'

'

'

ever been to. a conferel1ce for bond. market people.· and, not knowft

ing what else to do, he ·h~d put himself i'n Greg Llppman~'s hands'.
. Lip~inan,n ha~ r~nt~d a private ro~m in SOine restaurant and irivi~~d
Eism-an and his partner~ to what they' assumed was. something bthb~
'

•

".·

.

•

I

•

•

than a free meaL ·"Even when he ha~ aQ hone.st agen'da, there was

alway~· sqm~~hi.ng.·u·nde~neath the·hon~st agenda," said Vinny. Any .
dinner that was Liprmanri's idea must have some hidden purpose...•

'

'

I

but .whar? :

,'

out, Lippmann had· a new problt!m: U.S. house prices
W:ere;'£alli~g, sub prime loan d~fa~lts ·w~e ris.ing', yet subpd~e' 'mort- .
gage b9~ds somehow ~eid firm,. as did ..the pric~ of insuring ~hem. I~e
.
. ..
· As ·it :turned

~

was now eff~ctively short $10 bilHon.'in subprime mortg·~ge 'bonds,

.

.

.

'•

'

and it was costing him' _$~00 mil~ion a ye~r in premiums,, with.no end
in sight. "He was obviously getting his nuts blown -off," sai4 Danny.·
Thus 'far Lippmann's giant bet had been subsidized· by iQvestors, like
Steve Elsman, ·who· pa.id him a t.0H wheri

they ·bo.ught and ~old credit

d.~fault.swaps, .but investors like St~ve Eis-~aq. were lo'si.ng.heart. So.me

of Lippm.ann's former COll.verts suspected t}:lat the subprime mortgage
·bond n1arket was. rigged by Wall Street to insure that credit default-

.
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·,.

''

· swaps would never pay Gff; others began to wonder .if the investors·
on the other side o£ their b~t mig~t know something that they; didn't;
and some simply wearied of paying insurance pi~miums to bet against
bonds that never· seemed to move: Lipt-1ma~n had staged this ,gr~at
ga~ne of tug-of-war, assembled a team to pull on his end of the rope,
..
and now his teammates were in full flight. He worri~d that:Eisman
might quit, too.
.,·,
.
The teppanyaki room inside the. Okada restaurant 'Co1,1sisted of ··
four island~, each with a large, casf·iron liihachi and dedicat'ed chef.
Around each island Lippman'i'l seated a single 4edgy.'fund manfl:ge.r.
whom' he had persu·adedt() short subprime bonds, along with inves"
"
· t()rs.who were. long .tho~e sa~e bonds. The hedge fup..d~ people, h~ ..·

~·

f.

.1·

~

t·

.

.

.

'·

hop~d, wo'uld see just ho~ 'Stupid the· investors on the oth~r ··s'id~· of
those bets .were, anq cease to worry that. the.. inve~t0r$ knew s·ome- ·
.
..
. .
.,
.
thing they did nO't; This was· shrewd of him: Da11ny and Vinny· never·
stopped worrying if 'th~y. wer.e the fools .at Lippmann's t~ble. ·"We.
undefstood ~he s~bprime lending tnai·ket and 'kn~w·th.~.l-oans we're
f: ':
.
• :
'
,going bad," said Vinny. "What we didn't haye any comfort in:was the ' ·
bond market m~chine. The whole reason we wentto 'Vegas was.we
. •/·
still felt we needed to ~earn how we were going to get screwed; if we·.
were going to get screwed;"
..
Eigruan took hi.s assigned seat betweyn G;reg Lippmann::',and a
fellow who introduc~d -himself\ as Wing Chau and 'Sa.id that he ·ran
an inve.stm.efit firm· calle.d. Ha.rding Advis~~y.·hVhe~ Eisma~ ··asked
.exactly what Ha~ding Adviso.t:y advised; '\Ving Chau expla.ined that.·
~-

.

,

•.

·.~··

,

~

I

I

'.

.

~·
"

.

'

~.
· ··1.··....._,·:·he w~s" CDO manager. "I had no idea there was such a thing as a,.,. ~CDO nia11ag_e!,~: sa,id Ei~man .. "I gi~ll.'t k11()~ there '\¥a~~·-~pytl~~hg to . · .
. , .:, ••
1

. . ~· , 1llanag~ ..JLaier

Eisman would fail to recall what Wing Cliau looked.

· ;JjJ\e, Wb.a:t'he wore, where he'd come from, or what he ate and drankeverything
. but the fina11cial·id~a he fep·resented.. But 'frornhis sea,t
;:. across the hibachi, Danny Mos·es watched and wondered abo.ut the
•··.

..

l

.. -

'

'.

... ~

.

•'!:

'·

.

.

.

.,.

:

.

.

..

.·

man Lippm,.ann had so Ga:refully seated next, to Eismart .. B,e was short,
•. .-f.
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.,,·.

':>:

wi:th a Wall Street belly-not the bleacher'bum's b6ile,r but the

~lis-.

~.·.···· ...

. . .

·... creet; necessary ~91!~pfa ~quirrel justb,y:ore '\<'i~t~r,·!He'd grad~~' '"· .. ·. .•
ated from the U111versuy of Rhode Island, earned a busmess dGgree at ,#:~·2_
Babson College)· and speiit most of his career working sleepy jobs at I; ·. · ' ;
·

.:

.

"

..

.

.

. sleepy life insurance COtilpan:!es-but all tha~ yya:s·i~1 the:pflSt,.(He WfiS' ,, .
'

·newly, obviotisly ri~h .. "He had .this··.smirk, like,· I know ·beite~,'~.·said
., .... '
.

·,

'··

'

·DannY, {~because I didn'tw~u:lt.to scare him,."

'
...·. :Wl1en.th~ysaw ~hatlj~~-mai1nhad s~a~edElsman rlglit nex~ tothe:.
·;~ck~r, both n'anny and Yinhy had the same thought: Qh no ..'l'h# i·
.isn~t'going to end well: Eisman co.uldn'tco.ntain himself•. He'd figure
.
.
.
.
.
. out the guy was a fool> and let hiin know .it, and then where would·
needed foQ!s; only
fools wotdd
t~k<t th:e. othe~·side
of
' :t:hey be?
.,. They"
. .
.
. . . . ·.
....
.
. .
.
their tn1des. And they wanted to do more trades.
didn't want
: p~oplc-'to knqw what we we;~ 'doing,;, said Vinny. "We ~ete spies, on a
. ~;fa~t-fii1ding ~11issfon. ''They watched Eisman double-dip his edamaine
!.~ i~ th~·c~mtni,tnaLsoy"sauce-dip~ suck, redip, re~uck~and vyaited ·f~r
·the roomto cxplod.e. Th~re,<:V~s nothing: to d~ but ~it bade' and enjoy
.. .
the sho~. Eisn~an had a _cqrfc>tl;S way of ·Hstening; he qidn't ·~Q much
listen to. what you were $aying su'bcontract. to sotn~ 'rernote region
of :his brain the task of deciding wheth~r wh~teyer ·you were sayin~ ·
was w.9rth listenipg t?, while 'hi~ miJ:ld went_off to play on its own. As
·a ~:e,~i.llt\ he never actuaJly heard' wi~a t you said to him the fi;st time
you. s~id, it . .If his mental s'ubcontractor detected a level of interest il'l'
·. wh;t y~uhad just s~id',it radioed a signal to~he mother' ship) which ·
· then:wheeled a-round with the. most intense f~cus·. "Say that again," .
he'd say. And you would! Because now Eisman was so obv1oq~ly listen~
ing t~ you, and, as he listened so selectively, Y94 felt.:flattered. '~I
. looking. over. at them~' 1 said Danny. ~'And lsee Stev.e saying .over an4 ·
ov:er, Say that agafn. Say that again.~'
,: . ,
,·
·~·

.

;{.

.

.'~:

'..

....

~.

.

·.

'-'··

~

.·.

."

··"we

·

~

as

,.
,f',

{

·.

•

··~·

.

.

.

.

.

·:,

.

\'1

keep'

~

.'

~

,.·

''
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·Later, whenever Eisman set out to explain to others the odg_ins ':

*

of the financial crisis, he'd start with his dinner with Wing Chau.
Only now
. did he fully appreciate the central importance ofthe. socalled mezzanine CDO-the CDO coL11POsed mainly.<?f tdple~E-rated
subprime mor~g~ge bonds~and its synthetic cou~terpart: the cpo
compose¢! entirely of credit default swaps ori.triple-B-rated subpdme
mortgage bonds.. "Yo\1 hav,e to.under~tand this," he'd .s.a~ '~This wa;
the engine of doom.'' He'd draw a pieture of several tow~~s ofclebt.

,_·._·_The; first tower. was the origi.nal·subprirp.e loans th~t had been pi-l~d ·
together. At the top oftP,is tower ·was the triple~A'tranche, just below
.:
· it the double-A tranche,. and.. so on down to the riskiest, triple-B
·• · tranche-the bonds ¥-is man had bet againstt The Wall. Street :fitms ·
. had taken these ttiple-B tranches-the worst of the worst_,_..;tq ·build;

5 ·. -

•.

• . • .. .

.

21

yet another tower of bonds: a CDO. A collateralized debt ~bligation ..
The r.~ason·;.,' they'd donethis is that the tati11g
p~csented.. with
..
. agencies.,
"
.
··the pil~ o{honds backed' by dubious loans, would pronoun~e 80 per". ~
, . ,cent of the
bondsfn it. triple~ A. These b.onds. could then be. soldt~
·~ .
. ...
.
'
.
investors-pensiop funds, insurance companies.....-.o;which vv:ere a,llowed. .
to .invest only in 'highly rated securities. It came ·as news to Eisman
that this-ship of doom was. pilot~d
by Wing Chau:~ar:lCl:'p~ople
likehim•'
. . .
'···. .. .
.
.
. . .
; The guy con.tro,lled roughly ~15 b~lli011, inve~ted in nothing·b.ut cp~~t :.
backeq by the' triple" B tranche of· a mortgage bond or, as Eisrri'an pu~ ,. .
it, ':th~ equivalent .of three levels of dog1 shit lower tharrth(! odginal
,,
b,onds~"-fA year ago~ the_main buyer of the u·iple~A,-rated, trai19he~?f ...
subprime CDOs-.which is to· say the vast. majority qf CDOs...,.:..;had
., 'been AIG. 1'-;Tow tha.t AIG had exit~d the market, #:e _l-hail!~buze~S. _·
Wf:!re CQQ. J.ll.::lP,ager:s ~l<e Wil:lg Cilaq .All by himself, Chau .gener~ted.
-.•. ,~ast de~and for the riskiest slices ~£ sub prime ·mprtgage bonds; for .
:' ·Wh~9h there had previously'beenessentially no demand. This demand,
to tile 'supply'of new hon;te loans, asma,wialfor the'
1
.·bonds, Tl~e soy sauce i~ which Ei~n1~n double-'dipped his edarname . :·.;
;<::)
·:was shared by a man who had made it possible for tens of th6.usands
·~
:

~

f

..

~.

'

•,

:

.

.

' .

•

"

:

.,

~

••

.,.

~

7

• •

.

••

.

.

f

.

•

Ied·in~xorably

j

J.

· .. t

:_.~]

•.

..·
"··

·:;j
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#J:

J.

of ac~tu~l.human beings to be handed 1noney they ,could never afford
to repay.f
:. · · · · ·
· ··

_jAs it happen:ed, ·FrontPoin~· Partners h~cl :spent. a·~lot o.f tim~ diggin~·, ·
arourid }n those loans, and knew that the default rates wete already_ ~.~.
·sufficient tQ wipe out Wing Chau's entire portfolio. "God," Eisman· : "'1';:1
S<?-id to.him. wY,ou must he having ·a hard time."
· · .·. . ·.. _·,_.

<?._.·
O·

·. :' ."No/' Wing Cht1,u s~id. '~I've sold everything out.''
. .·Say·that again.

~·

.

.

..

,.

,

.

' ::t

, It mad~' p:o. sense. The ODO ma~ager's job was to· se eC:t t e Wa
; :-Street firm to supply him w!th subprime bonds that served as the .c~I~. ~lateral for CDO investors, and then to vet. the bonds. themsel:ves. The:
· : . CDO map3cger ~~s further charged. with monitoring the hundred or '
so indlvidual.subprime ponds insiCle eacl~, ODO, and ~ephicirig the.'bad
.

.

I

T·

'

~

•

one~;· be~oreth_e:wen~bad,with. bett~rones .. T..; hat,howe_~~r,was mere.··

-4-kQ·

theory; m practice, the sorts of mvestors who handed the1r money to ·
Wing Chaq,·and thus bought th~ triple-A-rated tranch,e of CDOs....~- .

-rJ .,:[::·

. Ge~fu·~n ·b·fl·nks, ·Taiwanese

. " ..

insur~nce.,-companies, ]f\panese farmers~.::"

unions, Europ~an pension funds, and, in general) entities more or less .
. · requi.re.d to invest fn t.riple~ A:~ated bonds-did so ;pryci~ely because·. · .
'they: were meant to. be fc;>olproof, 'i~pervious to.Josses, a~d unnec1..
.
~i :.;essary 'to'monitor;or.evel}. think ahout ver'y_much. The CDO. man:-; '.
·. aget, in pracdc~, didn't do·much of anything, which is why all sorts· ·
, ' of. unlikely people sudd•nly hoped to become one. ~:Two guys' an a -=If'
. ·Bloomberg terminal in Ne:w·Jersey'>. was Wall Street· sh.orthand for
· )h~typicat' CDO manager, h' -~·less menta' y~ert t-re twq,guY.~' it{_·:.
·
: the fewer. the questions th~y.isked about the tdple~B~rated ~ubprime ~
bond~ they were' absorbing into their CDOs, :tJu! _more. likely they were' ·
.
to be.patroni'zed by the big Wall Street firms: The.wh~l~point ofth~.
. .
.: cpow~s t~ l~under ~lot 0 spbp~in\e ~ortgage market·d~k t~1at the #:"
,
fir;Pls h.ad been u·na~lie to place st~.aightfor~ardly; TheJast thing ~o.u · .
' ·. · ·
' :w~nted was. a CDO manager who askedlots of t~ugh qu~stions. .
.
·
.. Thebo~a marketh~·c!bteat~a-~h?t~:ih6i.u:lr~ato,:~ctovbleagenr-a
.
i
~·

.

10

1·
1· . ;.

, .. ,;

,,f ••

;t-::

'

... '
:, .•. .

~··

1_2
-- ·
#···:
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: ••• f

'.

1 .

:.t:l: ~

character who seemed to represent. the interests of investors wh<?~ ~e
1
better. represented the interests of Wall Sp:f!et.bond. tr~din~ _desks. .'::"-"D"""'o...,.."..........· -'lti·.'

·. assure the big investors
•

·.4.

who had h~~decl th~irbillions:t~ hinlthat hf;!.
•

,,

•

had their deep interests .at heart, the CDO manager kept ownership of
•

4

II'

••

what was ·call~d the ''eq~i'ty," or ".first loss" piece; of the CDO-the
piece that vanished first when the subprime loans that ultimately sup·'plied the CDO with ~ash defaqlted ~But the CDQ rri·~nager.wasa ~6
•- ·'p.ai 'a·. eeo ·'O.Qipercerifofft .·et6;·; be.£orea~y of h.isinvestors saw a

,' l

dime, and another~ similar fee, off the bottom;.as his investor received.
their money back. That doesn't sound like ·much, but, ·when you'.re.

running tens of billions of dollars wi,t,h little effort and np overhead,
it addsup.Just a few years ea-rlier, Wirlg Chauwas making $140,000 a.
·J
rear managing a portfolio for the New York Life Insurance Compahy.
.•
•. In one year as a CDO manager, he'd taken home $26 million; the haul : -~ · ·. ~
·from half~ qozen lifetimes of working'at Ne.wYork Life, ..··
'·
· .· ·.
· N~w, ~Ifl1os~ ., giddily, Ch~m expla.ined t~-. Eism~~
th~t
b.e, si~ply
·. . I~
.
.
.
passed all. the risk that the underlying home loans would.·def.ault on
'l
··to the big investors whohad-~itedhhn to_v~tthe._ba,nds ,Hisjobw~sto.._
· .· e. the.
-"~~p:ert," bu~ he a~~4ally
d'i(in't ~p<;!ild
a·lot
of tim~,~or.. .....
....... ..
.
.. .
.
..., .
.. .
.. . .
. . rying a.bout what was _in COOs
'goal,· h~ exphlinecl~ wa~ 'to maxF'~; ' ' . '
i=:
,..·
.
'
:
· ·-niize
t
e;'·
.o
Jars
in:'
'Is care. He was now doing this so;well that, from -· ,.~
.
:
.
,· '::'1
January 2007 until the market crashed in ~eptemb.er, H~rding Advi-_ ,,. ·.,
sory would be the world's biggest subpdmeCDO manager :_Amon!{its
~th~r ~chi~vem~l1ts.;Harding had ~~t~blished itself .as the gq-to. buy~f
·. for Merrill Lyn,ch's awesome CDO ·machine, notorious notJ:>nly fqr ,(
its. rate,qf proguction (Merrill created twice as. many of the things.~s
the next biggest Wall St~:eet firm) but also }or its industri~l wast_e (its.
CDOs w.e:t·e later p~oven to be· easily the vyorst) :"He '~anaged' th¥
,· _;,' CDOs/' sai -Eisman, " ut m-anage ~ · ~t?I ~as J~st appalled tha~ the.
"
.
stru.ctured finance markefco~l4 be so irisane;.as to allow someone t9 ,1 .
a CDQ portfolio without having any.expos1:1te
to the . CDOs~
... m~nage
.
.
..
People would pay up to have someone 'manage'the~t CDOS"-7¥tS if

t

i

:

~
~1D:·
.
··J·

CDO

.'.'

f16

..' · ,

....' / , ' "

.

•''.•':··:o·,·,··... ·.
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.
:fl:1~;

~o,ron was. helping you. I thought, You prick, you ,4-q:~~t giy~ a:l .. . ,·,.:
:·ru.~k abol;!t the_ fnz;estdrs. in t;his thin?"/ 1fct~tir;·r-~al job was,ioserve a~ : ''' ·. . ' ' •. !l
. •. i newkin~ o!,,~ont man f~r the Wall Stre~t ~r~s h~ "hired"; investor~ . ::1:1:'.191!
this

: ; felt better buymg ~. Mernll Lynch CDO 1f 1t dtdn. t appear to be run . . ·
" ;· ·. by Merrill .Lynch. J; . .
.
.
, . t: There' was a reas'on Greg Lippmann ~ad picked Wing Chau to sit
?·:
beside Steve Eisman.

. · ·1

:1
1

If Wing .Chau detected Eisman's disapproval; he

" didn't show it; instead, he spoke toJLisman in-a tone of cond~scen~

. sipn. I

kn~w bet'ter;t'Then he says something th~t hlewt.hy .hh;d,;' ·,. "4f=1'.A"'

' said Eisman. "He says, 'I love g~ys like YOL\_ who short my ma~ket

.~Without you I dot1't have any'thing to buy.'."f

.:·

. . . .....

. · ..~

:V'

f

·;~·

· SayJhat again.
' ''l-Ie
says to me) . (The more excited that you get that you're right.,
I
,
the more trades you)ll do,. and th'e more trades you do,,the more prod.:
.

~

uct for tne.' ,,

·; .That?s ·whe1;1 Steve Eisman finally understood.:the m~dness of the .
:··ritkchine. He. and Vinny and Danny. had been making these side be~s
.:' ,.with.,Goldman S~chs and.DeutscheBank on the fate. of the triple~B·
)tral).Che, of ,subpritpe, mortgage-backed. bonds Without fully under~:
••

•

.; st;andin'g
. ·. :

•

,'

.1'·

.

why:-th()~e
flr;ms were •SO eager to accept theJU. Now h,c was
.
.
.
., ..
.

1

, ·face . . to-face·with the actual human being on the other side. of his crd:lit.

.

.

.·.

.

..

'

·~

.· · · .
·., ' ;\

.

·.¥

i

·: .,

.

.

;.

..

. .·

.

..

.

.,
;:~.'

was like, This is allowed?"
.. ,_.,.

.

. . . ..

, : a hou~e th~y couldn~t afford," .said Eisman. "They were creating.them

:·outof whole cloth, One.hundted times over! That's WPY the losses in
. ·\ ,. the financil}l system are .so much greater than jus~· the subpa1n~ loans.
i .:Thi}i>swhen 1 realized they n~eded. us to k.,eep the machine runni11g. I.
.
. .
.
. .
. . .. . .. .'

.
.

:9¥£1

; d;,n,plt swaps; No~ he got it: Th~ c~edit default swaps, .~terOO through
. :the CDOs, were be111g used to replicate bonds backed by actual. home;··.·.·
· ''loans. TherewerenJt e.nough Ameri~an; with shitty credit taking· out·, .
:. loans to satisfy.investo~s' appetite for the end product. Wall Street .
· .• ;need~d his bets in order to synthesize mbre of them. "They weren't.
,: .satisfied g~tting lots of ~nquaUfied borro}Vers to borro~ money to b~y
·. :·. . ; ~

.
..

.

'

~..
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•• .•
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;· . .

~t

<-!-

·.- Wing Chau didn't ~rio~ he,a b~e.tfpandpiCked. b~ G~efLipp~a~t~ .:
.. . ·,persuade ~teve Eisman that the people on, the other .end of his credit · .

.

l ':·a.ny~a~
dCfa~lt swap~'
--~~t~~eti:

,we,re either Crooks or inOrof\S, b~t he played the role '
;~~ · .· ·.:: ·
shots of sake he told Eis~an tha~ 11~. w~uld .rathe.
•;;
. "2 .• have $5 ·.· billioil ih crappy. CDOs.. than none at all,, as he was paid
]j·;~ l_ ·;::; · mainly on volume··.Hetcii.· Ei~~an
hi~--~ain fea~·-iras that t

r. . ') u ·:.

f$..

,that

-·e: .· .:.:':. · .

p,l~cin:
L-- \ -.· .bigg€r bets· ag~inst the. subpri~e mo.rtg;age market: .Eismanli~te~e
. .and tri~d to undetstandh~w ~~. in~esto~ on. opp~si~e ~nds· of his bets
could be hopin.g for more or less the sa~e thing he was~and how any
-,.
ins~rar~e comp~ny -or pens~on fund could hand its. capital to wing
economy would,'itrengthen, and dissuade hedge funds from

.

Chau. There was onlyone answer: The.,. t:tiple-A. ratings gave
. everyone
.
(

an excuse ~0 ignore the risks they were ft\tl'qing.
f?artny a~d Vinny watched them ~lo~dy through; the hibachi s·t~am. ~
. As f~r as they could tell; Eisrha'n· and Wing Chau were getting along
. farriol)sly.. Bit
"1.':

\Vh~n t~~. ~eal ~a,s pver~[~hey. wat~hed Eis~a~ grab

to

;

Greg Lippmann, point }X'ing Chau, arid say, "Whatevez;. that'g~y is :
·• buying, I want to short it'." Lippmann took it as a joke, but Eisman .•
was ·COmpletely s'e.ri~us: He vv:a:n.ted to place a bet specifically against ·.
Chau. ''Greg," Eisman said, ''I .want to short· his paper. Sight .
. ' . ' uns~een. !' Thus. far Ei$m~n had. bought only credi~ aefault swaps. Ort; •
,

'~2_.s'.·'Wi~g
I

•

.

,!

.

. subprime mortgage bond.s; from now on he'd b.uy specifically credit
; .qefault:swap~'on Wing ~hat1'~CDOs.J"~e finally me~ ~h~ eneriiy,' f~c.d.;. ·
i' .
·. to~face,"·said Vinny.·

..

~·...

.
.

....

I

.

·'t

:

In what amounted to a brief. attempt to liv:e someone· else's life,
: : Gl1arlie Ledl~y .selected frqm the waH a. Beretta pistol> ·a $awed"qf£
.

'

j:

~ho~gun, and an Uzi. Not long before he'd wal~ed out ~he door fo~

.£as Ve.gas,

he'p dashed·an e•mail off to his part~er Ben Hockett, who .

· · plarrnedto·meethim there, and Jamie Ma}, who didn't. "Do you guys
think we~re screwed; since we haven't preregistered for anything?)' he
''•'

:.i
.; 1i~
.,
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.

a party line. '11} What shocked Eisman was 'that none of the peoplf! he .

· met in La~ :Vegas seemed to ht;1ve wrestled with anything. They were
doing what they were doing.without th~nking very much abuut it. · ·
tt was in Las Vegas that· Eisman and .his associates' attitude toward·
.
.
the U.S. bond market hardened into something like its final shape. As

Vinny put it, "That was the momef.?.t when we said, 'Holy shit-~ this .
isn't just credit. This is a. fictitious Ponzi scheme.''' In Vegas the ques.

·. tion lingering at the back of their' miri2..~ ceased to be, Do thes~ bond.
m~rket people. know something we
not? It was repla'ccd by, D.o ·

do

they deserve merely to·~e fired, ~r should they .De put in ja-ii? Are they

delusiona:l, or ·do they

know wha.t they'r~ doing? D~nny thought that

t~w vast majority of the people in the inaustry were~.blinded by their

i.nterests·and failed to see the risks they had created. Vinny, alway~
.
darker, said, ''There ·were more morons than crooks, but the crooks .
'were higher up." Th~ rating agencies were about as low as yo~. could
~0 and still ~e· in th~ ind~stry, and the' people who worked for .them
·really did not seem to know 'just how badly they had been .gamed
by big· Wall Street fir1,11s •. Their m·eetirig;-in Las· Vegas with the third
.
'
and smallest rating agency, Fitch Ratingst stuck jn Vinny.'s mind. "I .
know y~u're sort. of irrel~vant;'' he'd' ·sa~d to 'them, as politely as he.
.
.
could. ''There are these two· big guys everyone pays attention to, and.
then there ·is you.·If you want to make a statement·-and get people
to nbtice you--why don't ·you go yo1;1r ··own ~ay· and be the. honest'
.. one?" He expected the good people of Fitch
R;1tings
.
. service to se·e the
point, apd maybe
even chuckle. nervo.usly.
Instead they seemed almost
.
.
:
'

~

'

:

'

•

•

1

I

'

I

\

•

'

..'

"' In Las Vegas they .~lso. met ·with David Wells, who ran subprime lend. ing for a company called Fremont Investment & Loan. Wells· also. said he
_expected losses t~ run 5 percent. In September, nine .m~:mths later, Fremont
would announce that 30 percent of its subprim~ loans were in default. Its
·pools of loa·ns would register losses higher than 40 percent-·which is to say
that, even aft~r it sold the houses it fo~eclosed upon, .it was 9Ut nearly half
the money .it loaned,
·
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offended. ""I:hey w~nt all pure on lne," said Vinn}'+, "It was like they
didn't undetst;nd what I was
s~ying.';
.
,,

~

They had left for· Las Vegas with a short ·position in sub prime

.,

_mortg~ge bonds of a bit·l~ssthan $300_1llillio~JUpon their return they'

':fF :26

raised if ·t? $550 milli0p, with new bets ·againscfhe CDOs created by

Wing Cl)au. With only $500 1nillion under m~nagement, th~ position
now overwhelmed their portfolioJ They .didn't s'top there, howeve-r.· '

· Their first day. back in the office,' they sh~rted the stock of Moody's
l

.

a s~are, t~en ~ent Se3:rching ·for other .com~

' ' Corporation, at $73.25

panics. and other :people~ like Wing Chau, on the other side of their
trade.
,~,
·
.,_
.
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